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PREFACE

The complex social or&er of homan progress demands a de- 
TSlopment of specialization In the field of journalism. This 
in turn implies the use of an extensive, ccwnprehensive, up- 
to-date, easily accessible wealth of background Information 
and the scientific arrangement of such information centralized 
within the organization of the modern news paper plant.

The need of newspaper libraries has long been felt in 
the field of journalism, that need being manifested in the 
existence of the anomaly known as the "morgue".

The growth and progress of the newspaper field has fol
lowed and is following the development of this unit of the 
newspaper organization into a laboratory whose prime function 
is the arrangement and scientific classification, indexing, 
cataloguing, of newspaper baclground Materials to furnish 
training media for the college journalist.

Rie organization of a library for the Montana School of 
Journalism grew out of needs and tendencies in the field of 
Journalism as a whole. The problem implied the adaptation of 
library science to the mass of information collected to be 
used as background and substance for the entire complex semi- 
public institution known as the modern newspaper.

Laboratory facilities as the means of organizing collect
ed "morgue" materials are bringing a wealth of library meth
ods into use. Adaptation of special methods to the field of 
the newspaper library is the province of the investigator.
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and further adaptation of su eh mot ho da to the Sehool of Joum* 
alism lihrarj is necessary for ccœipleto organization.

Suoh a step-by-step investigation, or eolleotion, or 
adaptation of library methods of necessity reaches back into 
the informative historical.areas of general and special li
brary science.

This great area is the province of the newspaper library, 
of the School of Journalism library organization. Functions, 
pTObl^as, future of the finely developed library field, are 
also contributing facts in the subject of this organization.

The history of the organization of a School of Joum- 
aliam library includes first, the narrative of events in the 
life of the newspaper "morgue* (the original term for all 
reference material in the commercial plant), the transposi
tion of that material into the files and forms of a modem 
library with the title Newspaper Library; second, the histor
ical narrative of the collecting of all types of reference 
material by members of the faculties eoid students of the 
schools of journalism; third, the recent efforts to place 
the reference material of the Montana School of Journalism 
into a workable newspaper library.

Theoretically the newspaper library is the cultural 
center, the brains, the mesmry of the commercial institution, 
and practically one of the most useful tools of a highly 
specialized industry— the newsmart. The School of Journal
ism library may furnish the professional culture, the baok-
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ground, for the student of journalism, but practically. It Is 
a working tool to shape that background.

An estimate of the number of newspaper libraries of the 
United States and Canada for 1950 brings the total to three 
hundred and these are but the known larger ones. Thousands 
of small weekly and daily newspapers struggle along with the 
old ♦’morgues'*. This estimate is made possible through the 
research of the Special libraries Association with the News
paper Group functioning as a unit hare accumulated since 
1921# The recognition of the Newspaper Group throughout the 
United States is but an augury of the future of the library 
as a strong unit of a great organization— the newspaper.
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CHAPTER I 
IHTROHUCTIOH

HISTORY AHD RESOURCES OF AHCIEHT LIBRARIES
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HISTORY AHD RESOURCES OP AHCIEHT LIBRARIES

The School of Journalism library had. Its Inception In 
the Initial process of the OTOlutlon of the newspaper libra
ry. The newspaper library Is modem la the element of name, 
of function. In the specialisation of the field of Journalism, 
It Is a refurbished unit of the newspaper organization func
tioning for the first time as a library. The morgue from 
which the process of evolution developed a working unit Is 
obsolete in name and function.

Points of correlation la the structural processes of 
ancient, mediaeval, general, and special libraries, particu
larly the nesraipaper library with those of the school of Journ
alism library are evident. Hence, the historical discussion 
of the ancient, of the modern. Is necessary, and the narra
tive of the special newspaper group completes the structural 
background, for the subject of the organization of the School 
of Journalism library.

The growth and development of the newspaper library has 
paralleled that of the public library and the public library. 
Is but the slow, general outgrowth of the archives of ancient 
Hlneveh, the temple library of Sargon at Elppur, the library 
with the Inscription "the dispensary of the soul," founded by 
Rameses II (1300-1236), the private libraries of Polycrates 
and of Pelslstratus of Athens In the sixth century» the Alex
andrian libraries, moat famous of antl<iulty and the Serapeum
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-2-
and Brtioheum with their 900^000 rolls of papyrus*

King Komenes of Pergamuia founded a library in a separate 
building famous for its wooden bracket shelves* It reached a 
total of 200,000 rolls which Marc Anthony sent to Alexandria 
as a present to Cleopatra* In this librsLzy the use of parch-* 
ment as writing material began*^ King Attains of Pergamum 
is the legendary inventor of parchment* The oldest fragments 
of parchment manuscripts date from the second century B.C* 
However, the oldest parchment codices were of the fourth 
century*^

Julius Caesar planned a public library but it did not 
materialize before his death* Aslnius Polllo and Augustus 
founded public libraries in Rome at nearly the same time* 
Roman libraries followed the Greek plan of having regular 
librarians, called procurators, systematic shelf arrangement 
and catalogues* Constantinople, Byzantium, housed libraries 
in monasteries* The Mount Athos monastery with its great col
lection of books, especially of the Greeks, was the center of 
culture* Many of the books are now in existence* These col
lections played a major part in the Renaissance* The Arabs 
preserved the books of science in such libraries as that at 
Cordova, the Ctoayads, numbering 600,000 volumes in the tenth 
century* Mediaeval knowledge of Aristotle’s Organon came
1. Henry Bartlett Van Hoesen and Frank Keller Walter, Bibliog- raphy. Historical and Enumerative, (Row York, 1928} pp. 407-409*2. Ibid., pp. 407-409.
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throngii Arable translation.®
Kellaeval Christian libraries contained, religious works 

and. a few Homan literary classics. Pagan works were preserved 
as palimpsests. The early renaissance scholars were particu
larly Interested In the study of literature.

Churches became the centers of learning with libraries 
attached. Jerusalem's library was established about 250 B.C.^ 
Caesarea 309 B.C., Hippo and the diocese at St. Augustine 
430 B.C. The library at Caesarea contained 30,000 volumes.

The Monastic library at Monte Casalno, Italy, still sur
vives. Canterbury and Peterborough were established In 
England; St. Gall In Switzerland; Tours, Cluny end Clalrvauac 
In France. St. Benedict was famous for Instituting consuls cry 
hours. The Angustlnlans had codes for binding and repair, 
cataloguing and shelving.4

During the later part of the middle ages monastic libra
ries declined with monastic learning. Monks did not encour
agé the growth of universities and university libraries and 
of private collections of the ruling nobility. . Henry VII, 
English Monarch, destroyed many monastic collections though 
some were sent to the Elng’s library, ünder Luther’s refor
mation the monastic collections met a like fate. The French 
revolution saw the dispersement of monastic collections among 
the municipal libraries. University libraries did not grow
3. Op. cit., pp. 409-410.4. Ibid., p. 411
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-4-
rapidly until the eighteenth and nineteenth oenturles*^

The UniversIty of Parla In 1292 had 1000 volumes and 
Cambridge had 122 In the University library 1424>-40.

Richard de Pournlvall collected a library In 1201 which 
later went to the Sorbonne, and this Is said to be the first 
public library since Roman times.

Filippo Vespaslano da Blstlool collected and published 
books In Italy, He was opposed to the Introduction of print
ing and Issued manuscripts which are now housed at the Laur- 
entlan library at Florence.

The Gutenberg specimen of printing from movable type 
nmde at Mainz, December 1454, was the beginning of a rapid 
growth of libraries through the Increased acceleration of the 
output of books. Modern libraries began In the sixteenth 
century and have developed along the three lines of private, 
university and reference, and free public. The reorganiza
tion of the oldest modern library, that of the Vatican, was 
begun In 1928. The Inurentian library of Florence Is noted 
for Its collection of historic manuscripts. The Ambrosian 
Library at Milan has 400,000 volumes and among the 10,000 
manuscripts are many of the most famous In the world.^

Hoted libraries of Italy Include the national Biblloteoa 
Hazlonale Centrale at Florence with 700,000 volumes, 22,000 
manuscripts, 1,000,000 pamphlets and other material. Central
5. Op. cit., p. 412.8. Ibid., p. 413.
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-5-
natlonaX library at Home, the Biblloteoa Tlttorlo Eramanuele 
Baples, Palermo and Turin, The unlveralty libraries at 
Bologna and Padua have large heritages of manuscripts of the 
renaissance period,

5he Bibliothèque national of Paris was founded by Francis 
I at Fontainebleau and later moved to Paris. In 1927, the 
library contained 4,000,000 books and 500,000 periodicals,
125,000 manuscripts and 300,000 prints and la now the largest 
library In the world, ̂

The Sorbonne University Library has a wealth of source 
material of law and the medical sciences and is the Mecca for 
all students of the two professions. France Is a veritable 
storage house of libraries, Every department, town, and uni
versity has Its own library and reference collection. î̂ îadrld 
has a large Batlonal library of 1,135,000 volumes with the 
major share of early travel and voyages In Spanish history.
The largest llbraiy^ In Germany is the Prussian State Library 
at Berlin with a collection of 2,000,000 volumes, 6000 In
cunabula, 55,000 manuscripts, and 400,000 maps. It Is of 
value to scholars, particularly in science, art, and litera
ture. Germany has many special libraries of scientific and 
literary quality. Interlibrary loans through the use of 
Union catalogues make the German system one of the most effi
cient In the world, particularly for the research worker.
7, Op. cit., p. 414.
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-6*
Tiezma's national and Univarsity lltrai^ furnish invaluable 
material for that aountry, Geneva, Zurich, Basle, Berne 
Switzerland, with the remaining special and technical library 
centers, eater to the cultural needs of the little mountain 
state. Brussels, Ghent, Louvain, house the leading libraries 
of Belgium.

The Royal Library at The Hague is the largest of the 
Butch groi^, with the University libraries at Amsterdam and 
Leyden functioning as the leading scholastic ones.

Copenhagen with the Royal Library’s 900,000 volumes leads 
the library list for size. Stockholm has the Royal Library 
with 460,000 volumes and this is the largest in Sweden. Oslo, 
Horway, claims the University library and this is the most 
important collection la the country.®

The old Imperial Library of Russia has become the State 
Public Library of Soviet regime while the libraries of the 
Acadexqy of sciences, the University, and various institutions 
in Leningrad have utilized oombined resources of many libraries 
to form important collections. Moscow has the All-Union 
Lenin Memorial Library with a collection of 3,710,000 books.

Oxford and Cambridge college libraries were the first of 
the early university libraries of England. Oxford library 
was started in 1327. Both libraries have many unique and 
rare oddities.
8. Op. cit., pp. 415, 416, 417.
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The British. Museum library is third in size* It re- 
eelTes 60,000 volumes annually hy copyright privilege. It is 
perhaps the greatest single center of productive J^glish 
scholarship*

Research workers, men of science, scholars of all class
es have heootne familiar with the libraries of London univer
sity, Glasgow, St* Andrews, Trinity College, London Library, 
Rational Art Library, the Patent Office library. Royal Irish 
Academy, the public libraries of Glasgow, Birmingham, and 
Manchester*

"*Letras* of Mexico City publishes some interesting statistics with regard to libraries and book publishing* The Bibliotheg^ue Rational of Paris still holds first place among the libraries of the world, with more than 4,000,000 volumes*The Library of Congress in Washington is second, with more than 3,250,000 volumes, and is growing at the rate of 90,000 volumes a year* The British Museum library has also passed the 3,000,000 mark* The German library system bulks largest in total number of books* The Germans have 160 public libraries, with some 30,000,000 volumes*France has 111 libraries and 20,000,000 books.Great Britain has 101 libraries and 18,000,000 volumes*
The leading libraries of the worBLwith their historical 

development analyzed, present an up to date source channel 
for the research workers of the world* The material and gen
eral information used have been the bibliographical and his
torical product of the research of two men, noted in the field 
of Bibliographical science, Henry Bartlett van Hoesen and
9* Hew York Herald Tribune, "Libraries." May 11, 1930.
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Frank Sailer Walter. Âa assistant librarian of Prlnoeton 
University* Henry Bartlett Fan Eoeaen has published “Roman 
Cursive Writing*** **Seleotlng Cataloguing,*' and In this In- 
troduotory graduate text* "Bibliography,** has presented evi
dence of research In a Bibliographical appendix of 1,643 
sources. Frank Seller Walter, the collaborator In the publi
cation, Is librarian of the University of Minnesota and has 
published "Periodicals for the Small library, ** "Abbreviations 
and Technical Terras Used In Book Catalogues and In Bibliog
raphies,** and in this text has contributed his share In the 
amount of research accomplished In the long list. The publi
cation of **BIbllography** was completed In 19S8 and makes this 
the most authoritative, up-to-date source available for the 
subject of historical ancient, mediaeval, and modem libra
ries of the world.

The authoritative historical material Is obviously val
uable to the subject of the organization of the School of 
Journalism library for again the statement Is repeated that 
the subject had Its inception in the ancient archives* In the 
history of the libraries of all nations. This Is a world 
state subject*

Perhaps the modern Asiatic evolution of library science 
will supply the data of the great libraries of that hemisphere 
but at the present time we must be content with the more com
plete history of the European* western, and the small amount
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-9-
of roluotantly released Âslatlo material»

HISfOKT AEI> RESOURCES GP LIBRARIES C5F TEE URITEB STATES

The first college library and in fact the first library 
of the United States was begun at Eenrico College, Jamestown, 
in 1621, but was destroyed a year later in an Indian massacre* 
The Harvard College Library is the oldest in the United States, 
founded in 1636. Yale appeared in 1701; Prlnoeton, 1746; 
Pennsylvania, 1766; Columbia, 1757; Brown, 1767; and Dart
mouth, 1770.

The United States has given to the world the greatest de
velopment of all in the free publie library. The Benjamin 
Franklin Library company of Philadelphia, founded in 1731, a 
club library, la the forerunner of the present day public li
brary* One of the leaders in the advance of the newspaper 
library of this period is Joseph Kwapil, who as Librarian of 
the Philadelphia Public Ledger initiated the first step toward 
newspaper library cooperation in the home of the first club 
and society library. The public library supported by gift 
and endowment has shown the moat marked development from the 
latter part of the nineteenth century.

The United States is the recognized leader in the field 
of library development in the number of public libraries, in 
increase in number of volumes, in use and perfection of admin
istrative methods. The purpose of the public library was to
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-10-

fumlBh popular education rather than scholarly for it has no 
large collect ions of historical documents or rarities as is 
the case in the European library# However, as education of 
larger groups spread, special, technical, and scientific li
braries were introduced* This fostered greater attendance at 
colleges and universities and the libraries of these institu
tions grew accordingly*

The largest library in the Dhited States is the Library 
of Congress, second in size in the world, with a total of
3.500.000 v o l u m e s T h e  New York Public Library has 3,000,000 
volumes, a great reference collection, circulating eyetern of
46 branches and 400 other distributing agencies* Public li
braries of Chicago, Cleveland, Boston, Brooklyn, and Detroit

11have from 1,000,000 to 1,100,000 volumes each*
Tea college or university libraries have more than

600.000 volumes* John Carter Brown Library at Brown Universi
ty, William Clements Library at the University of Michigan,
John Crerar and Newberry libraries of Chicago, the J* Pier— 
pont Morgan Library in New York and the Henry E* Huntington 
Library at San Marino, California are examples of the privately- 
founded collections utilized for public use* The library 
material housed in American depositories is especially val
uable for the fields of science and modern social development*

lo." New York Herald Tribune* Libraries. May ll, 1930 
11* Van Hoesen and Walter, op. cit., pp. 419, 420.
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-11-
SPECIAL A&ÎZRIGAE LIBRARY RESOURCES

The lists jost OfsnpletedL and the desoriptlve annals of 
the libraries of Europe and the United States furnish the 
haoScground for the subject but the student interested in the 
laboratory work of the organisation of the library is going 
to find the Union lists of Chemistry, Psychology, Botany, 
History, however incomplete, the best vehicle for the guide 
to the specialised fields in which he may direct his own re
search or that of a fellow worker*

The newspaper student cannot specialize in the continual 
study of every known subject, whether that study be but cur
sory or intense* Ee must have elementary background informa
tion on all subjects. How must he ac<iulre the route to get 
that information? The knowledge of collective sources, the 
libraries, the agencies of those libraries and the Union List 
of Serials, the Union Card Catalogues issued by the Library 
of Congress, are the most efficient methods of gaining com
plete data*^^

Descriptive lists of resources and special collections 
may direct a scholar or investigator to a certain specific 
book or an exhaustive collection of valuable unlooked-for 
material* Land and Bolton began such collections in 1892*
The American Library Association Committee on Special Re
sources is engaged in assembling similar material
12. Tan Hoesen and Walter, op. cit*, p. 421.
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Ta JoujnmXlsm etoAmt of a iJalvorslty# TaXua-
bla aouroa matorial may bo ff%a tho publlcattona of
tb@ .âmsrloaa ClmiioaX - aoieuy* K o d o m  Loïv̂ ’ia.:© AGOoolatiam, 
#a% loaa l Researoh C a ïu ^ lX  *md tn& A a o rlc a a  iX ls t ^ r ic a l  Am^ool** 

etlon and State UalTeroîty reprints* ::rnai:t S# Lel»ey*s 
l^,s.ti5Tl^l9_._for_X!WogtlrAtlon.ln f^erlcsn la ono of
the «orlca attempted by mn Individual# Zhe /merleon Library 
D1 roe tory of 1923 assosbles lafomatlin of library reaourooc# 
All the mtorlal la inaosnpleto and th stxl'nt #h> is hslpînrj 
ia the as:j€sably of notarial la tho orr^nnîsnî,! n of a ''cn;>nl 
cf JToinvallsn library la bat ozm of n&my the ore onffacol la 
the TPork of adjln^ to auch aaoroe material# The atadsat of 
the aowapaper flald la woxitia^ toward tîio first motive* that 
of vlaltlnix and oorros ondln^ with tho raooaroos and
tasting their dcfiGlonoles# Under obXiiy.tl n of tho oodo of 
the newspaper profossion as «roll as that of tho librerlaa* 
Infomatloa Is to bo kept activa# This naj bo acconpllshed 
la prlatod form thrcjutÿi a oomittao or individual oonpila- 
tlojsu Photostat lo onsnlnG Into usa as o.'rag'Kjn mothod of trane— 
arlblng rocords for aowspaper files as as ccaeral libra
ry files* Maps, too frsclX^® or too valmbl.j to sond or ship* 
may be made available#

milliard r# Lewis* llbrî^rlaa of roclcyaa U.ilvorslty eays 
of the adralaistm tl n of the nap Tocm. of oil a Library* "Tar- 
lao3 college dopartraonts were C; A. sal tod an t.> ^ h n t nape In
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-13-
the Library of Congres a oollectiona would be of value in 
their work# A list was made and photostat boples of these 
maps totaling 151 items on 334 sheets were made by a Wash
ington photographer# They were all negatives which cost about 
half of what the positives would; fifty-five cents per sheet 
with thirty cents per sheet additional for mounting on a 
light grade of muslin# The sheets averaged 21 x 15 inches#

The photostat and the Union lists are but two of the 
hundreds of source materials of the general as well as the 
special libraries available for all profess!:ns# History of 
these sources inevitably turns to the collections of specific 
industries# Where and how did the United States inaugurate 
the beginnings of the present list of special libraries?

13# ' Library Journal# Jun 1%~1930. pp. 494-6#
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HISTORY OF TH3 HS^^PAPFR LIBRARY
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SOURCES

The subject of the organization o f a School of Journal
ism library Is concerned with only one of the group of known 
libraries and the information available of the historical 
beginnings of the newspaper library is meager and poorly or
ganized. The best sources have been the results of the re
search of a small group of librarians from Boston, New York, 
Philadelphia, end Washington. The leader of this group, 
Joseph F. Kwapil, of the Philadelphia Public Ledger, first 
determined to aid the profession by enlisting news librarians 
in a campaign to form an association of mutual Interests. He 
sent out a circular letter in April, 1923, to many librarians 
to meet In Atlantic City and form such an association.^^ The 
five, Mr* Kwapil,
I4 . The New^eme^r^GiounT ll:t^% Purnose. WilliamAloott, Librarian, Boston Globe, Special Libraries, December, 1925, page 405, reprint of letter.In that circular letter he said:"The object of the association would be for the Inter- ehan^ of ideas and experiences on methods and systems of newspaper libraries and morgues. Part of this work would be to appoint a committee to make a thorough study of this problem for the purpose of establishing a standard system of classification covering every phase of the newspaper work.The results of this would be a system of classification that would mean to the newspaper librarian a standard similar to what the Dewey system of classification is to the members of the American Library Association.At present there is no established standard system of classification for the newspaper morgue and as a conse

quence there are no two newspaper morgues and libraries conducted along the same lines and as many of them in the way of efficiency are not what they should be, due to this lack of an established standard of classification."
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Walter S« Murphjr* Boston Post» Maorloe Symonds, Hew York 
Dally Hews» Kiss 13yrta B, Goodman» Washington Congressional 
Index Bureau» and William Aloott» Boston» oonqprlsed the first 
exeoutlve group appointed by the Speolal Libraries Assoolatlon 
to foster the work of a newspaper Library.

Throu^ eorrespondenoe» Interviews» research among old 
newspaper files In news plants and libraries, the newspaper 
group gleaned the Information that the earliest history Is, 
like the progress of man» an entity of vague rumors and on* 
founded theories.

The most authoritative data oome from Julian S. Mason, 
managing editor of the Hew York Herald-Tribune » vùio has this 
to say of the Hew York Herald and the Hew York Tribune libra
ries:

"Distinguishing between library and morgue, our people tell me that the Hew York Tribune library was started between 1846 and 1849 by George Ripley. In 1874 in the new Tribune building a large room was set aside for the library. At that time it had grown to about 6000 volumes.
"The Tribune's biographical morgue, however, was started about 1860» being used solely for writing obituaries.
"The start of the Hew York Herald library Is somewhat vague, but In 1870 they had a library Index of the books vdiloh showed a collection of a- bout 8000 volumes. Our librarian guess from this that the Herald probably started accumulating an editorial library about 1845. The Herald morgue was started about 1862, and Its news Index in the same year. At that time they went back over the files of the paper to 1831 and Indexed the principal news Items in Its entire history up to that
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tlme*. Tills l2idex« one of the most remarkable things of Its kind» continued up to the time Mr. Munsey bought the Eerald."^®

MORGtJES 73. LIBRARY

The two terms» morgue and library» are in use almost 
Inter-ohangeably la newspaper work today» but hare two separ
ate distinct wieaninga and Mr. Mason's statement gives to the 
collection of 8000 volumes the name library. The old term, 
"morgue, ** was the application attached to the dusty piles and 
shelves of clippings, of materials forming the obituary mater
ial to be brought out and utilized when a great man who had 
died was mentioned. Thta material was gathered from family 
sources at his death, published,and later returned to the 
morgue for future use. Sometimes this accumulation contained 
biographical material which could be used for future refer
ence. The term "morgue" still remains the name of this di
vision of many collections scattered throughout the United 
States.

"Library," in the modem sense. Includes the reference 
department soraparlum, bound files, photographs, mats, en
gravings, and in fact every known bit of reference material 
in the plant housed in file eases and Indexed and catalogued 
in usable form.

There is a bit of incongruity in the name applied to
15. Alcott, William, op. cit., December, 1^85, p. 402.'
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thls &iTl8ion of the plant» oepeolally In the Chicago Tribune's 
great organization. On the twenty-fourth floor of the tower 
Is the newspaper's reference library with a good colleotlon 
of books, pamphlets, magazines, and clippings, vAille twenty 
stories below adjoining the city editor and news room is the 
morgue with Its million clippings, hundreds of thousands of 
photos and metal cuts.^^*

The library, as the name Implies, William Alcott, libra
rian of the Boston Globe, tells us, was In existence in his 
plant, %iy 1, 1887, "«hen the Globe moved Into a new build
ing at 244 Washington Street and assigned a room for library 
purposes and painted on the door the word 'library. ' The 
department has been known as library In our office ever 
since#

^ e  statement made by Julian S# Mason of the two libra
ries, the Hew York Tribune, and the Herald Tribune now 
housed In the Herald-Tribune plant and that of Miss Florence 
Woodworth of the Hew York State Library In 1925, In whloh 
the fact is given that 1869 Is the date of the beginning of 
a newspaper morgue in Chicago, are the bases of the semi- 
authorltatlve accounts of historical beginnings.

A dozen dates In American library history briefly sketch 
the development leading to the establishment of the special 
libraries' place In the world of civic usefulness#
16# Aloott,Wm.The Hwspaper L, Library Jr.Chicago,'30,P.17, Ch.2 17# William Aloott. op^ clt#, December, 1925, p. 404. ’ "
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The list is as follows ;

1638 - Hairrard College library established*
1731 - Franklin's subseription library established 

in Philadelphia*
1800 - Library of Congress established*
1852 - Boston Pnblio Library, first free municipal 

library in the United States*
1853 - First conference of librarians in the world, 

held at Now York with attendance of fifty-three* Card cata
log first presented to group of librarians*

1876 — New library movement born; American library 
association founded; Library Journal, first of its kind in 
America, founded; Dewey's decimal classification system ap
peared; second library conference held, with attendance of 
one hundred and three*

1877 - First international conference of librari
ans held at London.

1855 - First local library association formed at
New York*

1887 - First library training school established 
at New York.

1909 — First association of special libraries 
formed at Bretton 5oods, New Hampshire.

1923 1923 - First eonference of newspaper librarians 
held in the United States at Atlantic City, New Jersey.
18. Up* oit*,p.405.
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FIRST I5DSÎ CAHD SYSTEM

Other Information sent Into the Newspaper group of 
Special Lihrarles reveals the Interesting facts of the early 
efforts of Robert Bligh of the Gordon Bennett Herald In New 
York City» to keep systematic records for editorial refer
ence. Mr* Bligh*s obituary in 19£2 gives the information of 
his work in this field. The New York Times has a hand-writ
ten index dated back to 1851» the year when the Times began 
publication.

Whitelaw Reid» one-time editor of the New York Tribune, 
gives the San Francisco Chronicle the first place in the work 
of applying the principle of the index card system to a news
paper office*^^

E. M. Utley» librarian of the Detroit Public Library, 
tells that in 1887 Detroit newspapers deposited their bound 
volumes in the Public Library for ssife keeping. He relates 
the plan used to shelve the volumes and reveals the informa
tion that the principle of the roller shelf was then in ex
istence.

Library Journals from 1889 to the present date are full 
of the articles of the care of clippings and the value of 
such collections for definite reference, particularly for 
cyclopedia knowledge. The Woodworth bibliography of 1917 
has a list of 18 articles dealing with newspaper clippings.
19. Op.,oit»» page 402.
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The Boston PiibXlo Library houses a volume issued, by the Hew 
York Herald In 1912 under the name of "Hewspaper Library 
Manual." Suoh artiolea and aouroes are but information after 
all, and not the information of the source of the library of 
the newsplants.

The period when an individual began to keep his own ool- 
leotion of data goes back to the ancient chronology of the 
tablets of the Greeks, Romans, and Egyptians* The newspaper 
man has always collected reference material in the form of 
books of general reference, of clippings. His memory source 
material was perhaps a bit scant at first for the early Jjourn* 
alism of both England and the United States did not call for 
so complex a chronicle of society as we have today, but 
nevertheless he carried, shelved, or found suoh material in 
the éditeras office or in his own pocket* The need for mats, 
obituaries, photos, pamphlets, and the thousand materials 
available in the modern newspaper library grew with the In
troduction of special fields, illustrated newspapers, to 
mention but one.

LACE OF PRIHTED HISTORY IRFORKATIOH

The Journalism profession is one of publication of 
current news, yet paradoxical as it may seem, the news of the 
profession itself is the least chronicled of all forms* This 
paradox holds true particularly for the library field of nev/s-i
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paper work. Cannon’s 1)11)11 ography of 1924, the most author
itative of all In the newspaper field, does not contain a
single volume descriptive or otherwise of the library.

The profession is one of Isolation as far as publicity 
is concerned, an Isolation that Is now In the evolutionary 
state of becoming the '’well-known personage.** Newspaper li
brary science has becrane a matter of research along with eth— 
lea, advertising, and every other division of the great in
dustry. It remains for the librarians themselves to collect 
the data, organize the research councils, and the compila
tions are so few and recent that they take the form of let
ters, of diaries, of catalogues, in fact of sources.

The modern library is concerned with so many difficult 
problems of reorganization of standardization that the his
torical phase of its growth is but secondary. However, 
v^llllam Alcott of the Boston Globe library, who made the
first effort to compile suoh data, states, "The fact that so
little la known of our beginning ought to stir the profès- 
aional pride of every alert newspaper librarian. We ought 
to know our own birthday, and what our library history Is*"^^ 

This statement explains precisely the existing situation 
In the problem of revealing the history of newspaper libra
ries.

20. Up. cit., p. 406.
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ETOLÜTICH OF LIBRARY FROM MORGUE

The library resouroea grew with the for times of the 
newspaper professions. True, the printing profession with 
Its beginning of 1450 made both possible, but the earliest 
plants from the time of Gutenberg struggled with the problem 
of porerty. The small private oolleotlona of reference ma
terial In the pockets of U, S, newspapermen, then on the 
shelves of editorial rooms, later In wooden oases, has since 
1900 been housed in steel files. In fireproof vaults and in 
lovely rooms reflecting the wealth of the highly organized 
newspaper plant.

Scrap-books were in evidence in the earliest libraries, 
and these were evidences of the Individual’s needs for speci
fic Information, of the demand for clippings to supplement 
books* There is no evidence of clippings in newspapers up to 
1860*

The Bew York Times Index to Its files of 1851 was a dis
tinctive step In the valuation of the newspaper Itself to the 
staff. The executive organization, the publisher himself, 
was thus admitted the fact that he had to utilize an effle 
olently Indexed volume of his newspaper.

George J. Hagen of Hevmrk. Hew Jersey. In 1889, says of 
the newspaper Histoiy In the Library,

"If you read your dally newspaper with care.clip Judiciously, date properly, and then arrange
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the aooumalated clippings so that 70U can put your hand on a given one at a moment's notice» you will have the beat cyclopedia In the world • the best because the fullest colleotlon of Information it Is possible to obtain."^
Â recommendation for a biography and a subject matter 

division of the newspaper material follows# Ho mention Is 
made In any of the records of the general library methods of 
care of clippings that the system had anything to do with a 
newspaper reference library classification# All the plans 
were evidently Inaugurated by the public librarians themselves#

SOME OF THE FIRST LIBRARIES

I. D# Marshall In Volume I of Hewspaperdom for March»
1892» suggested that every newspaper have a reference libra
ry#

The Eartford Courant» the oldest dally newspaper In the 
United States» started a library In 1903#

The Boston Eerald moved Into a new building In 1878 and 
published a history of the newspaper to commemorate the oc
casion# This volume describes the editorial rooms and adds, 
"These rooms» located on the second floor of the rear build
ings - exclusive of a library» 19 by 8 feet In area - nine In 
number connect with room of the editor-in-chief, E# B. EaskelL, 
whloh has a private office attached# . # # Beyond this room 
are two double and three single rooms, and on William's Court
21. Op# clt#, p# 404.
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extenslon, a library and two department rooms.” This building 
Is now owned and oooapled by the Boston Post.

William Aloott tells us that "when Charles Dlokens ar
rived in Boston In 1842 on his first visit to America he 
found delight In the newspaper files of English newspapers In 
the office of his host, Hathan Sale, editor of the Boston 
Bally Advertiser.

The morgues and libraries, particularly the libraries, 
are not all found In the large eastern cities. The Middle 
West and Pacific Coast newspapers have many new and old 
plants with excellent library facilities.

A few newspapers with the dates of the opening of their
libraries are available, despite the meager sources. These
libraries have been outstanding In their service to their
newspaper and canmunlty. The list follows:

Sew York Herald - 1845Hew York Tribune - 1846Boston Journal - 1861Hew York Times - 1867Boston Eerald - 1876Boston Globe - 1877Hew York ^orld - 1889Boston Transcript - 1890Chicago Bally Hews - 1895Hew York American - 1899Chicago American - 1900CineInnatl-Enaulrer - 1902Minneapolis Journal - 1902Indianapolis Hews - 1904Boston American - 1904St. Paul B1 spat oh - 1906Eansas City Journal - 1907
Alcott. william. ^The Hews paper library^* LiVraryJournal, May 1, 1930, p. 396.
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Christlan Selenee Monitor - 1908Bewark Evening Hews - 1910Philadelphia Phblio Ledger - 1914Milwatikee Journal - 1916Cleveland Press — 1916Buffalo Evening Hews - 1920Washington Evening Star - 1921Cincinnati Times Star - 1923^^

These newspapers and their llhraries, like every other 
so-called modern library have had the problem of transform
ing a morgue, which had Its beginning in a collection of a 
few reference books, encyclopedias, dictionaries, yearbooks, 
BnX Who's Who, and a few envelopes of obituaries, into a 
well-indexed, catalogued, list of clippings, photos, reference 
books, outs, mats, pamphlets, magazines, bound files. The 
morgue collections were often found in a dark hole in the 
wall and some member of the staff was responsible for their 
being. Often the editor had to literally dig out the mater
ial or send someone to do it for him. The envelopes, the 
books, were piled either on the floor or on wooden shelves.
The system of filing was sometimes by alphabet but more often 
by number. Many of these morgue collections are sill in 
use.

The writer has reference to a particular instance of a 
Pacific coast plant that by the admission of the managing 
editor was hours finding material for the complete story of 
the death of a governor. The clipping file, housed in a 
centrally located rocm without an outside window, in flimsy 
23. The Newspaper Library, op. oit.V p. 397.
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eonreXopea numbered up to 60,000 and arranged four wide In 
sets of drawers reaching to the celling of the rocm, was in 
charge of a llhrarlan without an ass latent « Bound files In
dexed and at the disposal of the staff had lost pages, n^ole 
sections, thus making the Index of no value whatsoever. The 
puhllsher plans to build a new plant In a few years and this 
"morgue" will then be reorganized. This is but one Instance 
of the evolution of the library of the newsplant. The sixth 
edition of the day*a news was on the street the day of the 
Governor’s death, and the last bit of morgue information was 
found In its pages, not on the first edition’s first page.
Two staff members had to be recruited to assist the librarian 
to find this material. Thus the old morgue has outgrown Its 
usefulness to the plant. The newspaper cannot wait.

On the other hand, days before the death of William 
Howard Taft, jurist and former president, the Chicago Dally 
Hews plant had set up and waiting, the entire front page with 
the exception of the right hand column, the story of his life, 
material all taken from the News library. So much for the 
function of the two types of reference libraries. The libra
ry waits on the newspaper, not the newspaper on the library.
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SOURCES OF IHFOHMATIOR

Hovr does this modern referenoe library funotlon? The 
story of this may boat be told In describing what the libra
ry contains In general and then citing specific plants and 
the physical equipment and ways of serving the staffs and the 
public* This information has been gleaned from the printed 
stories of the librarians themselves, from the use of small 
libraries, visits to plants, and letters received from world 
libraries.

It is impossible to make clear the function of the news 
library without first analyzing the workable plants now a- 
vailable through our own research in this country and in for
eign fields. Analysis is necessary, for the libraries con
tain everything from a file of letters to a battery of depart
ments including reference books, photos, clippings, bound 
files, all coming under the general term "library.” An at
tempt is made, in this discussion of function to take only the 
groups of libraries coming nearest to the definition of the 
library of the special group; one functioning for the news
plant staff and the public, not just for one member of the 
staff.

In justice to the profession of news librarian, every 
bit of information available is used to place the news libra
ry in its proper niche in the world-wide profession of journ
alism. Each plant library, with its separate divisions and
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funotlozis, the degree ot service and the status in the com
munity comes in for its share of the analysis, for it is 
through this method alone that we are ahle to set the story 
forth in its clearest, best dressed, and most understandable 
style,

George C, Bastian, author of ♦’Editing the Day*s News,” 
a volume utilized by many instructors for reporting, has this 
to say in a paragraph entitled ’’Morgue,”

"The morgue or editorial filing rocm, theoretical contains clippings, card index records and pictures of every person who has ever done anything worthy of newspaper note* Whenever a person of any importance figures in a story of the day, the news room calls upon the morgue for all clippings and pictures affecting that person,•* In the morgue also are found various referenoe books; city and suburban directories. Who’s Who, dictionary of dates, dictionary of quotations, handbooks and almanacs, social register, blue book, peerage, gazeteer, encyclopedias and many similar works. Many newspapers maintain large reference libraries containing hundreds of volumes#”^
The distinctive feature of suoh a librery, now a morgue,

is the valuable collections of clippings, photographs, metal
cuts, negatives, and mats. These are used continually by
the staff. Again, the distinction between morgue and library
is made, for the research student or worker, newspapeiman or
librarian is now entitled to a clear premise for a working
basis. The library functions as such through an organization
with a trained librarian at the head, with the cooperation
of the publisher, with at least a fair physical equipment,
2A. George 0. Bastian. Editing the Day’s News. New York. 

1923, p, 15*
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and last» with an unbounded faith in the profession, as tho 
to a ay, "The material is here, is available for <%ulek refer
enoe, use it." The morgue is juat a depository of referenoe 
material and the man who says he may get your material la a 
sanguine optimist. Ke knows it is in the heap somewhere but 
where and in ^ a t  form he la not certain. The largest, best 
eg,uipped, card-indexed, attractive library in the world is 
not of the slightest use to any news worker if it is not 
functioning now. Bow means "now," not tomorrow.

The library first of all serves the public through the 
news columns and may in addition have a department of ques
tions and answers, sometimes on general information and some
times on a special subject like the Boston Glebe's "People's 
Lawyer.” This service appears weekly.

Some newspapers give a mail service of answers to ques
tions. Others r^lntain public health service, and their li
brary is involved in the work of furnishing data for this di
vision* A Portland^ Oregon, plant maintains a children's 
division of the library for the Sunday section and this is 
open for the use of school children as well as the staff.
The Baltimore Sun library welcomes the visita of groups of 
school children. Many libraries keep their doors locked to 
all except the staff*

Bie three divisions of the clipping section, biography, 
record of local news and history of local pblitics are of
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Inestlmatle value to the newspaper* Ilewspaper libraries have 
recently made use of the many speolal libraries and the spe
olal and publie libraries have In turn made excellent use of 
the newspaper library*

The newspaper and Its library have furnished a valuable 
service to public and reference libraries through the prepar- 
atlCHO and publication of indexes and almanacs* English news 
Is available In this form for the last 140 years and American 
for the last 95 years. The dates of publication and the 
names of the indexes follow;

1790-1920 Palmer’s Index to the London Times1906 to date The London Times Index1835-1918 Sew Tor3c Eerald Index (four copiesmade )1851-1913 Hew York Times Index (written)1875-1906 Hew York Tribune Index printed1913 to date Hew York Times Index printed1926-1927 Michigan Hews Index-Adrian Telegramprinted
Many newspapers have a written Index of thélr paper*
The almanac list follows :

1838-1914 Hew York Tribune Almanac andPolitical Register1857—1914 Texas Almanac (not published everyyear)1872-1878 Hew York Herald Almanac1876-1915 Baltimore Sun Almanac1885 to date Chicago Dally Hews Almanac1886 ** Hew York World Almanac1886 ” " Brooklyn Daily Eagle Almanac1887 " , " Providence Rhode Island JournalAlmanac
1917 " ** Maryland Almanac1925 ** ** Philadelphia Bulletin Almanac
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1925 to date Texas Almanac (pntlished by theDallas Journal)

DEFIHITIOK OF LIBRARIAIÎ*S DUTIES

Ihen the newspaper librarians appeared before the Special 
Libraries association convention in session at Atlantic City, 
Sew Jersey, In 1923, Joseph Zwapll, librarian of the Philadel
phia Public ledger, very clearly stated the province or func
tion of the library through its librarian, lîr* I^pll said 
in part, "The newspaper librarian is the nerve center of 
the v^ole organization. Under his charges and ready for any 
emergency, are not only reference books and public documents 
but newspaper clippings, photographs and cuts numbering in 
the aggregate many hundreds of thousands and in some instances 
millions. The newspaper librarian not only reads, marks and 
clips newspapers from his own city, but from all over the 
country and often times from foreign countries. Where libra
rians of special libraries have a single interest to deal 
with» the newspaper librarian must comprehend all interests 
instantly. * . It is one of the livest departments of the pa
per. . . .  in the last three years scores of newspapers in 
every part of the country have begun reorganization and the 
orders today for new equipment of the latest and most service
able kind reach into the thousands of dollars.
25. »?. Aloott. The^hewsimper Library. Library Journal. Ilay
26. Joseph Iwapil, Special Libraries. June, 1923, p. 97.
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ANALYSIS OF VALUE

Editors of the small dailies and the weekly newspapers 
of isolated districts are slow to recognize the value of the 
library* Many recognize the value but cannot finance the 
necessary equipment. Still others are faithfully clipping, 
searching for reference material and utilizing whatever facil
ities are available for housing it. The fact remains that 
the plants hope some day to get the material in shape for 
quick service. This organization should be the aim of a pub
lisher for it is impossible to go back and retrieve materials 
with any degree of continuity. The librarian’s job is one 
of day to day service. The consolo isness of the value of 
the library was not evidenced from the viewpoint of the edi
tor until after the Spanish American war. Any national or 
international big news necessitates research of the swiftest 
order and it was probably then that, as bhe nation demanded 
the data from the newspapers, the library did not respond*

Chronological history of the newspaper library shows 
that the major share of the worthwhile libraries has come 
into existence since the Spanish war. The implication is not 
that the morgues were not in existence, but that the morgue 
was then being reorganized into a usable library. The World 
War gave the library the second great ir^etus to growth and 
development and it remained for the librarians to cooperate 
pnA lose their Inferiority attitude to complete the ne.t step
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In library history. The sale of the library to the newsplant 
Itself* to the publisher has been the aim of this coopérative 
group. The sale may be made in service first* and that ser
vice la to be measured In dollars and cents* for the business 
man will have no other. The service may be indirect but we 
doubt this very much. The Incident of the Chicago Dally Uews 
use of the Taft biographical material was proof enough to the 
news world that the Dews was not to be "scooped," In news 
parlance. The newsman as well as the reader knows that the 
most complete story of the day, with Its features, with pho
tographs, with every angle covered, is the one that sells the 
newspaper.

DSSCaiPTIOD OF ÜHGADIZATIOIÎ ADD ADAXYSIS OF FDDCTIOD OF TTffiDTY-THREE AMERICAN ADD OF TERSECAHADIAD LIBRARIES

THE DEVV YORE TIMES

33ie Dew York Times library la one of the greatest In 
the United States, and the organization and function of this 
department of the newspaper Is beat escplalned by taking each 
division and describing Its duties.

The entire list of reference facilities In the Times 
printing establishment Includes the Reference Library, the 
Biographical and Subject indexes. Editorial Index, Art de
partment, Wide World Studios, and Circulating Library.
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The Referenee library Is like a brajach library In a 
large city, with fewer patrons, no books of fiction, and 
with twentyfonr honr aervloe# This service is maintained 
with a librarian, an assistant, and an assistant in charge of 
the Informticm Bnrean* The night librarian is also on duty 
from 6 until the early hours of the morning* The refer
ence files contain more material on the subject of sociology 
that is In use than on any other subject* The sooiolo^ 
material is usually speeches, works of statesmen, econ<N3ios, 
law, federal and state, municipal reports, commerce and navi
gation form the largest of the SOO*s section* The bills of 
Congress and of the legislature ere kept during the current 
sessions only.

Encyclopedias end year books are of the utmost impor
tance, The other large classes are travel, history, biogra
phy, and literature* Under no circumstances are books allowed 
to circulate.

The reference library la located in the center of an en
tire floor and the offices of the editors and the conference 
room adjoin. The executives meet in the conference room 
dally to discuss matters of policy. The referenoe material 
oonaieta of 20,000 volumes, 3000 pamphlets, and about 90 
periodicals, American and foreign, and 80 bound files of the 
Times,27
27* K. W, «/alker* Letter I?o* 1. Appendix 1*
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The hound, files are laid, on ateel roller shelves* Rie 

files of three years are kept In the library and the complete 
set In the Biographical Index. A permanent paper of excel
lent quality Is used In the bound flle.^®

The magazines are filed In a section of their own and 
In alphabetical order with but a few of referenoe value 
bound* Pamphlets are filed in steel cabinets equipped with 
guides which show the subject headings. The librarian has 
used the obvious subject heading but has tried to adhere to 
the library of Congress heading. Some of the pamphlets are 
gathered together In folders and placed on the shelves.

Books are housed on steel shelves and classified by a 
modified Dewey Decimal classification. Library of Congress 
catalogue cards are used.

The library is, according to Miss M. S. Walker, librar
ian, "attractively enclosed in oak paneling with Its series
of sll^t arches which very faintly recall the aqueducts of 
the Homan Campagna. The upper part of the partitions which 
separate the editor's offices from the corrddor around the 
library are of leaded glass with inlaid medallions of stained 
glass depicting the various kinds of presses used in printing 
and the means used to transport the news: telephone, tele
graph, railroad, and airplane. The vaulted celling lends an 
atmosphere of dignity and grace conducive to quiet study.
28. M. E. Walker. Special libraries. MayrJune. 1930. p. 154.
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Indeed, It breathes nothing of the bustle and energy common
ly attributed to the newspaper office

The information bureau of the The Times is in the libra
ry* This is utilized for the care of odd requests which can
not be handled In any other department* One person is In 
charge of this department and does considerable research at 
times*

Miss Walker, librarian, states that "the real purpose 
of the bureau is to care for requests for the dates of arti
cles which have appeared in the Times since the publication 
of the last Index and It seems to all intents and purposes 
to be about as much as one person can handle.

The Index and the files of The Times are at the disposal 
of residents of Washington, D* G*, in the Library of Congress 
and Public Library of Sew York City, and executives have dis- 
courgaed their use in The Times annex*

Many cities of the nation have the use of the Indexes 
and files of The Times published since 1913 but the librarian 
answers queries from individuals who do not have accès to 
these volumes* The Times has lost $150,000 on the publica
tion of the Index since 1913*

The Biographical and Subject Index department contaizm 
the two clipping sections* The Times, several other newspa
pers, monthly magazines, public documents and newsreleeases
29*" M* £• WaLker. op* clt*. JunellSSoT pT 154.30* Ibid*, p. 154*
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are filed, alphatetloally under subject and numerically under 
the name about whom or by whom the article is written. The 
subject clippings are placed in envelopes or folders about 9 
inches by IS and are classified according to the moat obvious 
headings of which there are at present 7,000. A more general 
heading is given to subjects Judged of little importance and 
cross references are made to locate the material. An article 
referring to several subjects is filed under each one. The 
Subject Indez file contains 2,000,000 clippings and the staff 
numbers nine people.

The biographical Index is arranged numerically. Each 
name is typed on a card with its identification and filed al
phabetically. The number on the card corresponds to the num
ber on the envelope In which the clipping is kept and filed 
numerically, Each clipping also bears the number. The en
velopes are 8 x 5  and contain from one to cmny thousand clip
pings. The Index contains a total of 4,000,000 clippings 
and there are eight people on the staff who give a tweity- 
four hour service.

The Editorial Index makes up the ÎTew York Times Index 
and requires a staff of thirteen people. An assistant outs 
the items out of the paper, writes the date, page, and column 
on each one and distributes them to the person assigned that 
subject. The information for the Index is typed on cards 
and arranged alphabetically.
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The Art Department has a collection of S,000,000 photo

graphs arranged ntmerlcally as are the clippings In the Biog
raphical Index* The 100,000 ne gat Ires and t W  half million 
prints of the Wide World studios are available for the use 
of the staff as reference material#

The Circulating library contains 3,500 books of fiction, 
travel, history, which circulate for two weeks with frequent 
extension of time. A messenger service is maintained for 
bringing material from one department to another.

The statistical story of the New York Tines Is taken 
from the librarian’s report to Special libraries and gives 
In terse fashion the Inner function and workings of a great 
news library. A business man’s valuation of quick turnover 
of year’s profits may readily be gauged in the story of a 
day’s regime, of a year’s work In this llbrary#^^

DAILY SERVICES

Blanche L. Davenport, librarian of the Christian Science 
Monitor, one of the unique newspaper libraries in the Chi ted 
States,, keeps a record of library calls and through this 
system was able to prove to the business office that her In
formation calls Increased eighty-three per cent In six months.

'Op. Cit., p." Isd. '.. ...... . ......
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"The library uses a •request for material* slips, a blue slip made out by the person wanting the material. They returned the blue slip with the delivery date stamped on it and made a duplicate white slip for the desk. The library now uses but the one slip which is kept at the desk.At the end of each month the deck charges are checked against the outcards in the file. An itemized record of the work is sent to the executive editor at the end of each month. This resulted in a new member being added to the staff In 1927*"^^

One of the librarians of the Detroit News plant revealed
in a letter the varied duties and services of the staff which
are really a humorous panorama of a swift moving social order.
32. Davenport, Blanche 1. . Special libraries. Nov. X929. p. 34135. The Ohio Newspaper reprint of a personal letter."For instance, at 8:40 A.M., the telephone bllngs, a voice wants to know what Babe Ruth* s present salary is— (Incidont- ly it amounted to $70,000 for the year, he signed a contractthree years ago for #210,000, the contract eatpires this year).Next a boy from the art department says that one of tbe artists wants a good picture of some alligators crawling out of some rushes— realistic-like, as it were, not just stuffed, staring ones— Telephone bllngs again. Voice says, "Just to settle an argument, who flew across the Atlantic first, an American or an Englishman, and what was his name?"— An office boy from the city room dashes through breathlessly on his way somewhere, and yells for a book on fishing quick! He gets ItS Phone again, this tiie Voice wants to know who pays for the fence between his and his neighbor* s yards— and if the neighbor does- n*t want the same kind of a fence he does, what can he do about it? A girl from the business office confesses that the family has purchased a boat, and they want some Indian names that would be appropriate, with the meanings thereof— The foreign editor comes in and wants to know if we have a Chinese alphabet— Telephone again— Voice inquires what word should she use that means practically the same as "sequel," except that it isn*t the ending of the story...."Business office calls up to find out the names of the newspapers in about seven various cities In the little old Ü.

"Phone again— little piping Voice wants to know if the circus is still showing, and if so, where— Also what time does the Zoo open in the morning, (continued on next page.)

S(
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THE DETROIT 25E7iS

Perhaps the most complété history, Tunotion and organi
zation of a modern newspaper library are found In the arti
cles sent out from 1920 to 1928 of the work of The Detroit 
Hews. From the pen of George B. Catlln, veteran newsman and 
librarian, who reorganized the library when the newspaper 
moved into the beautiful new building In 1922, oomes the sto
ry of Its achievements just prior to that period# Lee A.
White, editorial secretary and noted publisher of today con
tinues the story In 1922 and Ford Pettit, present librarian 
and chairman of the newspaper group of Special Libraries Asso
ciation, dlsoussea the use of the card index In the library 
of 1928.

The Detroit Hews library of 1920 possessed the distin
guishing characteristics of the newspaper itself# Catlln de
clared "that the newspaper of that day was based upon trust
worthy facta and information# The high schools, colleges, 
and universities had developed so rapidly up to 1920, that
Footnote continued from page 3Ô#"Ho more than hung up, than she blings again, and anxious Voice wants to know in vAiat states it is legal for cousins to marry; also is there a five day wait after applying for the license in Ohio#"And in the meantime, you try to catalogue a few books, file the magazines, arrange the papers, scan the headlines, and all that sort of thing.

"Of course there are dull days, the questions are not nearly so thick and fast as they were during the winter months when the kids were having debates at school and writing themes, and all that sort of thing# And the men are out playing golf and driving, so they don't have so much time to 
argue,"
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the ednoational readers had Increased In proportion to the 
extent of a ratio of 20 times.

**5hla increases the burden on the newspaper in propor
tionate degree* The careless newspaper like the reckless 
talker loses character. A careful checking up of all news 
material la necessary. Sews filters in a little at a time. 
Because of this a systematically chosen library aimed to aid 
the interpretation and elucidation of the news is really an 
indispensable adjunct to every newspaper which tries to keep 
in the van of newspaper p r o g r e s s .

"The newspaper writer when confronted by the vast ocean 
of books is staggered, Eighty per cent of these are of lit
tle value as permanent contributions in the literary of the 
educational field. An astonishingly wide field may be covered 
with a working library of a few thousand volumes. The histo
ry is strongly tinctured with prejudice. The story must be 
put upon the witness stand and judged."®®

Catlln tiien argued for books of recognized authority on 
all subjects of human interest, schools of philosophy, reli
gions of the world, evolution of state and the theory and 
practice of government. Other sections should cover sociol
ogy, labor, money, banking, art, and industry and the library 
should have a full equipment of encyclopedias. He urges the 
broadest culture coupled with a fair judicious mind for the
fed. G. B. fcatlin.' I^pecial libraries, ôôt, 1^20, p. 1.35, Op. cit., p. 2.
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newsman.®^

The Detroit Hows library in 19E0 botisel 12,000 volumes. 
Four thotasand of the books were npon social, industrial and 
political affairs of foreign countries. Clippings, outs and 
photographs were then filed similar to those in other papers. 
The information was filed in large envelopes by subjects ar
ranged alphabetically with liberal cross-references. Volumin
ous information on a particular subject was gathered in scrap 
books of size which permitted its being filed along with other 
material in the filing cases. Each scrap book had an index 
at the beginning.

The Dews library was started in 1916 and with the use of 
its general reference books, and 600 world maps in conjunc
tion with the clipping files, photos, conducted a question and 
answer department.

George B. Catlln was given two years in which to buy 
6^000 new books and these were to be placed in the library of 
the new home of the publishihg company. Ten per cent of the 
books which reach the Hews library for review, in 1922, says 
Lee A* V/hite. editorial secretary, "became the property of 
the reviewer. The librarian purchased books on recommenda
tion of the critic.

3 6 .  ' C p .  c i i * ~ . . p i #  I s .37* Lee A. vaiite. Editor and Publisher, Hov. 25, 1922, pp.10. 11.
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"In the first nine months of 1922, the hook ae^uisltiozis totaled 957 Toltimea; general, 10 per cent; religion, 2 per cent; philosophy and psychology, per cent; sociology and economics, 22 per cent; philology, 1 per cent; science, 4^ per cent; nsefol arts, 6 per cent; fine arts, 13 per cent; general literature, 4 per cent; history and travel,20 per eent; biography, 5 per cent ; fiction, 8 per cent, and one hook on heraldry.
"The month of July, 1922, in the îJews llhrary was typical of every well organized library of that period* The list of work follows; 160 hooks received, 415 hooks circulated, 352 reference calls answered in person and 268 hY telephone. The technical librarian catalogued 134 new hooks, typed 1060 reference and cross-reference cards to facilitate the use of hooks and listed 450 illustrations which might he of value for reprodution or for the guidance of the art department in its pen and ink and color work for daily and Sunday issues. These figures do not include the service rendered by the llhrary nor do they suggest the presence of constantly used periodicals, two score foreign and domestic newspapers and about 75 foreign and domestic magazines weekly, monthly, and quarterly.

Lee A, White further explains the function of the Sews
library by describing it as follows:

"The Question and Answer editor finds the library adequate to hia needs. The public library is not used. The library has earned the right to operate without a budget for %.e Sews must have the best available books upon all subjects within its natural purview."
"By the occasional publications to the staff of reading lists, covering issues and problems of the hour, the librarians are able to acquaint the writers constantly with the scope of the collection and to stimulate the natural recourse to the library. The result is clearer thinking and more authoritative writing. • • .

Lee A# k̂ hite, op. cit., pp. 10, 11.39. Ibid., pp. 10, 11.
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"The referenoe department of the Hews In- eludes the library, the soraparium and the repository for bound files, with a part interest in a valuable new adjunct of the newspaper plant, a bindery* To the soraparium goes the honor of the highest usefulness, if properly organized and administered, so far as the dally tasks of the news production are conoerned* The soraparium is nothing more than a loose leaf library, a day to day encyolopedia, universal in soope and infinite in its problems of management* A library requires money and Judgment and a soraparium requires time*It is the aooretion of clippings, from magazines and periodicals, plus pictures, pamphlets and engravings such as nothing but long assiduous as well as intelligent search will yield* The library cannot function well or command respect without an ample staff and five or more years of application to the task of upbuilding* The attendants know that they are dealing with things not yet in books, and they know equally well that onoo the matter they collect and file is In bools it will be well- n i ^  obsolete and a new welter of facts will harass them.

The Hews soraparium of 1922 contained a half million 
clippings covering 80,000 subjects; 75,000 relatively new and 
entirely usable photographs and 60,000 engravings,none of 
which is out of date* Lee White asserts that there must be 
continuity of purpose and freedom to work intelligently among 
the profession of librarians and the newspaper group is now 
fostering Just that spirit.

The Detroit Hews in 1922 sent the members of the libra
ry staff to many important publishing centers to gain knowl
edge first hand of the best methods of library procedure and 
the piractioe is continued today among the publishing concerns 
of the country when reorganization of their libraries is 
46* Lee A* Vihiie, op* cit., pp. Yb, 11.
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neoessazy*

The use of the oard Index instead of a loose leaf ledger 
was hegun In 1927, aooording to Ford Petit, Reference librari
an.^^ This system was inaugurated to take the place of a 
collection of 15 large volumes using too much space. The 
cards 3 , by 5 carry the year, day of the month, section of the 
paper, page, column, and édition with a classification above 
a ruled line at the top. One person marks all the editions 
of the Hews, other local papers, and those outside the city. 
Two persons index the paper, mark magazines and pamphlets for 
filing. One of the two so employed also has the task of tak
ing care of the photograph file. The materials of all edi
tions of each day’s news are marked, indexed and in the files 
before closing time of the day folloiying publication. The 
cards are gone over and checked by one of the skilled mem
bers of the staff each day to insure aocuraoy."^^

The system used In the Hews provides two types of cards.
A white card indicates that the clipping is filed under the 
classification indicated on the card. A blue card indicates 
that the clipping was not filed under that olassifioation.
Blue car&d are used for indexing cartoons, deaths of persons 
of minor In^ortanee, when they are placed under the name of 
the writer. This serves as a cross-index to the subject 
matter.
41. Ford Mi. Petï̂ ilT, Special libraries. Cot. 1923, pp.

223.42. Ibid., pp. 274-6, 223.
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The news llhrary staff prepares about 275 cards dally 

and In 1928 had a total of 68,000 In 61 drawers* Doubling 
of the cards has resulted In a saving of space. She floor 
space, a particularly trying problem In the major share of 
the publishing plants. Is now eight and one quarter square. 
The files may be Increased by 23 drawers according to Ford 
Pettit, without increasing this amount of space. The total 
of 84 drawers will hold a four year supply of cards.

The system In use in The Hews is ably upheld by Ford 
Pettit:

"The card Index la more than a substitute for lost clippings. It offers the quickest way of locating matter when there Is doubt as to classification, for tne cards are conveniently grouped. Fdien the correct classification is found, it Is only a matter of seconds to find the clippings. And, more often than not, the summary, typed on the card, gives the Inquirer the information wanted and the handling of clippings is eliminated. Almost daily the circulation department asks us for the publication date of an item someone wants to save. The card index gives us the date, edition, page, and column on which the story appeared. It takes but a few seconds. And the clipping Itself would not give all this information. The clipping is stamped with only the date of publication and the edition.There are frequent telephone calls which we can answer quickly from the card index while the Inquirer w a i t s W h e n  a clipping is lost, and the lost matter is worth copying for the clipping files, we can locate the story in the card file, bring out the bound volume and either copy or summarize the item, liberal use of guides helps conserve on time la the card index file.”̂ ^
The Detroit Hews library had 22,292 volumes, classified

42. Ford jr̂ eitit. op.' cit.. p. 275. ' ~43. Ibid., August, 1929.
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tmder the Dewey ays tenu Hlstoiy and travel lead the number 
with a total of 6,694 volumes and aooiology second with 4213. 
The general group, including magazines, yearbooks. Journalism, 
contained a total of 1,659 volumes* Seven persons made up 
the library staff and 16 in the soraparium department handled 
the ellppinga, photos, cuts. Indexes# The News continued the 
information department begun In 1916* The dally average of 
calls for service In the soraparium department was 47.3.
Thirty library charges and 100 calls for Information dally 
were listed* The rag paper edition of The Detroit Hows was 
placed la a permanent flle.*^®

She apathy of editors and executives of newsplants 
toward the use of the library is perhaps disappearing faster 
than we realize, for the Editorial Secretary, lea %lte, tells 
us:

**Ee wants what you haven’t; and the more certainly you haven’t it the surer he wants it, and the greater his hurry. Ergo; go get what you haven’t* This la a compliment. It reveals a faith in your capacity that is sublime.^6
"I count it a mark of advance of this important branch of the profession of journalism that such an Individual should come to use a library and to oomplain of humanly imperfect resources •. • • The Editorial writer wants collected and collateral material under a general heading* He wishes to speed his work of generalizing* The Hews writer wishes to find in a single envelope precisely the specific Information he seeks on a single individual thing or place* He wishes to

ÀStm lee *&lte. op* cit.. letter ̂ o* Appendix 1. p. É.46. Ford Pettit, op. oft*. Dec* 1929*
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apeel his work of partloularlizlng.” '̂̂
Will C. Conrad* editorial writer* tells us that half the 

time the editor doesn't know what he wants* ”The editor, the 
reporter or the editorial writer not only got his Information 
hut he got you to do his thinking for him*" Mr* Conrad in
slats that the librarian sell the llhrary to the staff In 
sueh a way that he will have pivotal status in the plant due 
him and may then ask the memhera to think out their own ques
tions and he will answer them.^^

Hohert W* Jones* editorial writer of the Philadelphia 
Puhllo ledger says of the llhrary:

"It la a storehouse of facts and figures that usually cannot he found In the standard works of reference hecause they have heen outdated hy the rapid march of events* The modern newspaper, large or small* has heoome a sort of university of the people. The editorial page can commit no more fatal mistake than to appear to write down to Its readers either In Its editorial or Its news ool- usms. A page may he accurate as the multiplication tahle and equally as dull. But In the properly equipped newspaper llhrary* If he will only realize its resources* the editorial writer can find an apt Illustration with which to point a moral or adorn a tale.**^^
The comment of the editorial writers of the eastern and 

mid-western dallies makes comparatively easy the task of 
clearing up a few of the functions of the llhrarlans; that of 
coping with the peculiarities* the frailties* of the Indivi
dual in that one group - the editorial field* The editorial
4y* lee tohiie. op* clt.. heo* 1928*48. Will C* Conrad* ^peclaL Libraries* Oct* 1928.49. Robert W. Jones* Editor and Publisher, June 21* 1930.
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wrlter does not need to have the library sold to him. The 
few statements Just qnoted prove that he oomes as a ohamplon 
of the librarian's province despite his admission of Its 
faults.

The editorial staff has always had the reference man at 
its elbow. Particularly at the present time does the editor
ial office demand the services of the library since the edi
torial page Is the work of organization not of one man's ef
forts but of the siftings of the minds of several trained 
writers. Xîolonel Robert R. McCormick, co-editor of !Oie 
Chicago Tribune, says,

"In our own case this consists of the editors, three editorial writers, two political cartoonists, librarian and stenographers. The entire jpersonnel of the newspaper Is available for Investigation and research. Editorial organization permits deliberation and discussion and ample time for writing. The day's work of a writer averages seven hundred words, a small tax on a professional literary man. Six days a week there Is an editorial conference, lasting from one to three hours.The decision to take sides on a new question or on one which has assumed new aspects la taken after much consideration and debate and when the accuracy of the view seems established.""^
The function of the library next turns to the business 

office, for It la here that the foundation of future organiza
tion must find an ally. Louis Wiley, business manager of the 
Sew York Times, has perhaps conceded the value of the library 
more often than any other business executive In the news
bo.' McCormick, Colonel R. R., Vvhat la a ïïewspa'per, Chicago Tribune, page 6, 1924. --------------
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field. Ee haa this to aay of the work of a newspaper llhrary:

"The newspapers of today are more worth the librarian*s serious attention than ever b e f o r e ™  it la no secret that newspapers have special libraries, Perhaps some persons believe that newspaper men, especially editorial writers, are omniscient, of unfailing retentiveness of mind aW. have no need for reference books. Such is not the oase* The general reference books, the documentary shelves and most of all the files of tne newspapers are used more freg^uently and thoroughly than in any other profession. . . .  the advertisements of today are also valuable for the information they contain-— there is much of profit to be learned from books of whatever age; but business makes its decisions upon the day's or week's news; and I am sure that the latest reports of the Department of Commerce are more often called for in the library than Adam Smith Or John Stuart Kill's political economy."®!
Major functions of the newspaper library have already 

been discussed in the ease of the Eew York Times and the 
Detroit Hews and a short explanatory statement of the day's 
records of the Christian Science Monitor and the functionary 
element prevalent in the geographic divisions of the history 
of the newspaper is varied and defies even fair understand
ing. The material is not in printed form and is all in more 
or less of a formative research collection.

Descriptive letters from librarians of twenty-eight 
newspapers In the United States in cities of the east, south, 
middle-west, north-west, and pacific coast contain some of 
functionary elements of the newspaper libraries. The infor
mation oomes from Boston, Philadelphia, Hew York, Chicago, 
fel. louis î iley. Special XibrarieaT 'DecT IgM. pp. 595-^.
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Indianapolis, St« Lonia, Miaaonri; Dallas, Texas; Montgomery, 
Alatama; Dayton, Ohio; Deoatur, Illinois; Akron, Ohio; Mil- 
wankee, Wisconsin; Fargo, Horth- Dakota ; Anaconda, Montana;
Great Falls, Montana; Boise, Idaho; Spokane, Washington; Bell
ingham, Washington; Tneson, Ariaona; Denver, Colorado; Seattle, 
Washington; Portland, Oregon; San Francisco, California; Los 
Angeles, California*

In the neighboring Canadian cities of Regina, Winnipeg, 
Saint John, B*; Calgaiy, Alberta, the interest in the or
ganization is jnat as keen and the function about the same 
for efficiency.

Marvelously interesting advancement has been male in 
the South American field, such as the noted plant of La Waoion, 
Buenos Aires, and its well equipped library. The Tribune of 
Manila, Philippine Islands, Honolulu Star Bulletin, Hawaii, 
and the Osaka Mainlchi Publishing Company of Tokyo, Japan, 
with its seven publications scattered throughout Japan. The 
Japan Chronicle of Kobe and The London Times, like The Hew 
York Times, have famous newspaper libraries. V/hen the effi
ciency of the libraries and the research material have pro
duced a working basis an attempt will be made to delve into 
the foreign field.

Foreign newspapers are mentioned, however, for they too 
are awakening to the possibilities of the great functionary 
qualities of a well organized library.
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The eastern newspaper with Its well established library 

la not content to famish routine data to the staff and the 
public, librarians are confident enough of their organiza
tion's efficiency to branch out into "creative" work aa Miss 
Blanche Davenport of The Christian Science Monitor states»
She has at her disposal 4^000 reference books and pamphlets» 
clips American and British newspapers and periodicals for the 
staff's use, files and classifies the clippings in a 6 % 8 
envelopes with a dictionary finding system. The outs are 
filed according to size and classified alphabetically as are 
the portrait photographs. The views are filed by subject.®^

The entire library material is housed in steel oases 
and is presided over by a staff of eight persons with a work
ing day from 8 A.M. to 4 P.M. Seventy-five persons, princi
pally members of the staff, patronize the library during the 
day. A card catalog of special pages is available for the 
use of patrons who want to investigate the bound files. The 
news items are all clipped and filed. Miss Davenport's "cre
ative" duties consist of the work of sending a list of books, 
to the printing, advertising, and news departments for post
ing on their bulletin boards. This helps the members of the 
departments to keep in touch with the new developments in their 
line of work* The departments may then keep the library in
formed of the new books which will be of value to them and 
52. Blanche Juavenport,'̂  jùditor^ndL i^ubllsher, June 2l, 1336
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tixls helps the librarian to buy wisely* Another creative 
duty Is to watoh magazines and newspapers for articles that 
suggest feature stories to the staff and also to watoh close
ly for mistakes that may get by the proofreaders*”®^

Reference has vü^roady been made to the People’s lawyer» 
a column of The Boston Globe for the use of the public. The 
library functions for the material edited there through the 
use of Its 1,600,000 clippings kept In 260,000 folders each 
5 x 8  Inches In size* The small photos used In the columns 
of the newspaper are kept In folders of the same size, the 
larger ones In folders 10 x 16 Inches. The cuts are In 6 x 
8 Inch drawers * The library has a total of 60,000 cuts,
300,000 photographs and 6,000 volumes of reference, alphabet
ically classified. There are 11 members of the staff who 
serve from 100 to 160 patrons of the paper and members of 
the organization dally. The complete story with its cut, 
background data of biographical or subject matter Is availa
ble for the reporter or the editorial writer at a moment's 
notice* The history of the day before Is In the file* The 
advertising man wants local statistics of the origin of the 
"firsts’* of the city. Ee may want just one bit of statisti
cal material. The librarian may make use of one library re
source or many to find the necessary data.®^

The Philadelphia Public Ledger, one of the Curtis-lia rt In 
5^* Cp. cit.. Letter no. 3. Appendix 1. August 12. 1929._________64. Alcott, t>Vllllam, Letter no. 4, Appendix 1.
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publleationa, with Joseph. H« Ewapll as librarian in charge, 
is functioning as a well organized unit of the single plant 
and serres the Evening Public Ledger, as well as the three 
Curtis Publishing company magazines, the Saturday Evening 
Post, Ladies Home Journal, and Country Gentleman. This li
brary is now recognized as one of the most efficient in the 
newspaper field* And this recognition is due in great part 
to the personal efforts of t!r* Bvapil.

Mr* Kwapil tells us that **one of the mala functions of 
a newspaper reference library is to keep on record facts cov
ering the whole range of human endeavor. Personally I have 
found where a newspaper has a well organized and developed 
reference department, the paper shot/s It in various ways.
?/hen the nmterlal is easily available, I found members of the 
staff consult it frequently for verification of facts, cor
rect spelling of names and the like. I find libel suits are 
a rare thing Mien a newspaper has a well organized reference 
department* newspaper reference work is practically in its 
infancy compared to what it will be ten years hence*"®®

The story of the Vestris disaster brings the use of the 
library into prominence. As an example, the Eew York Herald 
Tribune had fourteen pages in one issue of the spread story 
with the much famed photographs of the steward, the background
data at the command of the editor replete in every column;
55. - . ^J^wapil^' letter no* è, Appendix 1.
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detail, perhaps, hut that detail Is the fahrio through which 
the color strands were woven.

BEIY YORE EERAIP TRIBUTE

The Hew York Herald Tribune has in its library organiza
tion 2,500 reference books housed In a room 40 x 40. Clip
pings are divided Into biographical and subject matter and 
the subject division is classified by encyclopedic method and 
the biographical by the alphabetical plan. The clippings are 
placed In steel eases of 7 drawers for the biographical ma
terial and this la found In 6 x 8 folders. Steel cases of 
4 drawers are used for the subject materials and envelopes, 
open at the top and of the 9 x H  size, are the housing me
dia. Eleven library employees are at work from 9 A.M. to 
4 A.M. and serve 125 to 150 patrons In the 24 hour period.
Tho plct-ui*es and outs belonging to the Herald Tribune libra
ry are In a separate department and the entire reference 
list Is for the use of the staff of the newspaper only. D.
G. Rogers, director of reference. Is a member of the group 
of executives working for standardization and problems af
fecting the llbraryl^

The modest recital of the moving day of the Chicago 
Dally Hews Library from the old home to the new told in the 
columns of the newspaper gives a better Idea of the size and 
£è. D. Ü. Rogers, Letter n. 6, Appendix 1.
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q^uantlty of material; a concrete example of one of the prob
lème entailed In reorganization of a library.

"Meanwhile the morgne or library on the third floor wae being moved. A million newspaper clippings dealing with events and personages of the last fifty years were being moved. With them went7,000 reference books, 2,000 pamphlets, 1,000,000 photographs, 200,000 oamera negatives, 200,000 half“tone outs of people and events and tons of miscellaneous lore gathered assiduously to help keep the records of those who pass across the pagesof the newspaper s. "S 7

THE Iin)IAHAPOLIS STAR

One large middle western daily has installed the system 
of olassifioation and equipment furnished by a library ser
vice* The latter firm has omde an extensive study of the 
special library field and has built furniture to fit its
needs. The Indianapolis Star library is in a room which mea
sures 20 X 30 feet, equipped with steel filing cabinets, 
boolcases, desks and the necessary library furniture. Four 
librarians furnish materials to 50 persons a day. The actual 
working hours are from 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. The library is open
to the staff and may be used by the public. Six hundred vol
umes of references, clippings, photographs in one alphabeti
cal file system, and outs end mats in three alphabetical 
files are available for use. Cuts, pictures, and mats are 
filed under personal names with states and countries filed
57. Chicago Xfally Hews, 19^9.
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géographieally. Cllpplrgs are filed, under subjeet matter.
Tbe one man library, the major number In the field of 

newspaper libraries In this country, has unique and Interest
ing functions among many of the middle west and western 
states. It Is Impossible for this library to reach the effi
ciency of *"he larger libraries but the examples used show 
clearly that the one man libraries have functions and organ
izations answering the service demand In their newspapers.

PAÏTOH JOtTRJÎAL AEP H3RAL»

The Dayton Journal and Herald of Dayton, Ohio, has a li
brary with a reference department consisting approximately 
of 45,000 pictures, 27,000 cuts, and 16,000 mats besides the 
obituaries and a few clippings. It Is Intended primarily 
for the Joumal and Herald papers but the public makes use 
of It. Cuts and pictures are loaned indien they have ceased 
to have usefulness for the newspaper. The editorial and ad
vertising departments make use of the cuts and create a dif
ficult problem for the librarian. It is almost Impossible 
for the one librarian In charge to keep records of the exact 
location of each out. Pictures and outs are Identified after 
the paper la printed. The name and date when the pictures 
were used are written on the back of each picture and a name 
Is printed on a card and on each picture. This Is given a
58. James A. liditor. Letter no. 7, Appendix1.
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number and filed In an envelope aceordingly* Cuts are filed 
by size# The 4 x 6  oards are all filed alphabetically. The 
pictures are filed in 10 % IS envelopes

AKROH BSACOU JOÜRÎTAL

Rie Akron Beacon Journal library of Akron, Ohio, is an
other of the one man library groups functioning in an excel
lent manner for the newspaper it serves.

A direct filing system is used with A, B, C, B, and E 
files# The B file with 5 x 8  inch envelopes is the "key” 
file for the cuts, mats, and photographs. The A file con
tains envelopes of the 3 x 5  size; C with a 9^ x 11&, and D 
with an envelope 9̂ - x 1 4 inches. The E file is a shelf 
cabinet capable of accomodating cuts, mats, photographs of 
full newspaper size. The A file contains cuts, each color 
indicating a different size. The B file uses roanlla envel
opes with black printing for two and three column outs; the 
clipping envelopes have the red printing while the grey en
velopes hold the photographs and matrices. Cross reference 
cards are used in this file. The clippings are sorted into 
subjects. This is what the librarian terms a one-two-three 
system,

«one is the envelope with the out; two is immediately behind it with clippings; three behind
5^. Etkei L. Harper. Special LibrariesI October 1928, pp.278-9,
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tvro with photograph, matrix, or both."

"The Card D files eats, photographs, and mats, bat does not provide for clippings. Information of persona la written on the left hand of the envelopes and that of inanimate aabjeota on the right hand aide of the envelope. The envelopes are open at the aide and do not permit of stuffing,"
A day book contains the day*a charges of materials*^®
The "We oongrstalate" column of the Beacon Journal is 

the means of the librarian obtaining biographical material 
for the files. The oolomn contains the picture of some prom
inent man of the city and information of what he is doing and 
something of his life*

TES ST. LOtJIS POST DISPATCH

In the early period of the St. Loaia Post Dispatch li
brary history, about 1900, the usual collection of clippings 
made its appearance. Prœa 1906 on the clippings were placed 
in cumulative envelopes filed in oyclopedio-alphabetic se
quence with topical Inserts wherever justified. The clip
pings were sometimes undated. Cuts and photographs were 
filed together under a numerical card index. The department 
was reorganized In 1919 and a continuing consolidation envel
ope plan was substituted. Cuts and photographs were separ
ated from the clippings and pamphlets were placed in cabinets 
instead of on the shelves with books.
60. Joseph iàheridan. Special libraries. Cot. 1928. p. 202.
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The Post Sigpatoh has a library whose value la widely 

reoognised in the middle west and the organization of its 
work and staff Is worthy of explanation,

"The product of four photo servlees, the staff photographers, furnish the newspaper 750 pictures a week, 25 new ones daily* Ten cuts a day are filed and no negatives or films are filed in the referenoe department. Cuts and photographs are filed in 1 x 12 inch jute envelopes on the cumulative plan for all sizes except the oversize photos for which the library provides cabinets of 18 X 22 inch capacity* The photographs are divided on a personal and geographic basis* Only one and two column cuts are filed.
"The Exchange and other desks assist with the clippings from papers other than the Dispatch. Few cuttings are made from magazines*
"The clippings are marked with the page and column, numerals and dates with a stamp* Subject headings and cross referenoe are indicated in blue pencil. The envelopes used are light weight paper 5 x 8  and the subject headings are typed atthe top* A brief entry is made below to identifythe article, and the date page and column numbers are listed.

Articles of the same subject headings are kept in the
same envelope in chronological order and when it is filed a
new one is added* Cross references are made on white cards 
the same size as the envelopes, and envelopes and cards are 
filed in dictionary-alphabet sequence.

All biographical material is placed at the head of the 
file section of the person involved* A consolidation envel
ope contains other material about the person, with sub entries*
èl. Charles fT Moore, ^peclal lïtirariea, l:ay-June, &0, p.

156*
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Thls plan is used to aid in the oompilatlon of the Dispatch 
Index to the tound file.

The Dispatch keeps clippings from three to five years in 
active servioe and the remainder comes under suh-entries and 
in the hound files.

Doan form contains date of transaction, sutjeot heading, 
number and date of pieces, name of borrower, and the librari
an or assistant making the loan* These are kept in alphabet
ic sequence on the file clerk's desk* All material loeuied is 
to be returned in 24 hours* Three hundred pieces of material
a day are loaned out and the staff consists of seven persons
including the office boy* The books are kept in the Associate 
Editor's general room and under his direction.

TEE DALLAS EEVZS

The Dallas Hews library of Dallas, Texas, has a staff
of four members who have charge of the 4,000 volumes of ref
erence, the clippings, arranged by biographical and subject 
matter division, the cuts and photographs, and who give tel
ephone and mail service* The bound files are open to the 
staff through an index system. Twenty-five patrons a day 
make use of the resources of this well organized library.
62. Moore, (Charles T., Librarian St. iouia Post Dispatclfcp:, Special Libraries. May-June, 1930, p. 166.63* snuey, Xella B*, Letter no. 8, Appendix 1*
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TKE KOlîTGÛlffiaY AD7ERTISEE

The Montgomery Advertieer of Montgomery Alabama, has a 
fairly complete bound edition file from 1846, with the "usual 
morgue," as R. F, Hudson, general manager, explains* This 
morgue contains outs of Interest with a card Index and Is 
kept for the paper exclusively*64

TES FARGO FORÜM

The one man library system of the Fargo Forum of Fargo, 
Horth Dakota, reveals a functioning organization that well 
might furnish material for many of the smaller dally plants 
of the west. The library Is housed in a room 14 x 16 ad join
ing the editorial rooms* The shelves contain 210 volumes of 
reference and clippings are filed from the Forum, large east
ern papers, and two news magazines. The clipping material 
Is arranged In the two main divisions, biographical and sub
ject* The subject group Is In letter size folders. Cuts 
and mats larger than two columns are placed in out-slze file, 
alphabetically. A cross Index Is used in this file for 
smaller cuts and mats, photographs being filed in the same 
manner* Steel and wooden cases are used. The smaller mats 
and cuts are housed in 5 x 8 inch envelopes In four section 
steel cases, each section containing several two compartment
64. Hudson, R. F., !beiter no. 9, Appendix 1
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drawers.

The librarian Is on duty for eight hours and serves 30 
patrons during that time* A oard index of the hound files 
takes oare of Horth Dakota and Minnesota historioal material 
only*^®

AHACOITOA STAHDAED

The finest hit of work produced hy a newspaper library 
in Montana is best seen in the files of the Anaconda Standard 
of Anaconda# for April 19# 1906# to April 29. The issues 
contain the stories of the San Francisco Earthquake. This 
small daily is isolated to a great extent from news centers# 
and radio or airplane were not then in existence. Telegraph# 
telephone, and railway constituted the three means of obtain
ing the story, John Terry# staff artist# reached San Fran
cisco the day before the earthquake# on his vacation. His 
mother and father were residents of the coast city.

Dean A* l. Stone of the Montana tJniversity School of 
Journalism was then editor of the Anaconda Standard. The 
first bulletin of the disaster reached the Montana city at 
11 A.M. The earthquake’s first shock came at 6:15 A.M. and 
destroyed the San Francisco office of the V/estern Union tele
graph company. The Postal Telegraph office functioned for a 
short time and then flames destroyed it. The entire "Fews- 

Dunlop# Jean, Letter no. lb# Appendix 1,' "
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paper row" was destroyed; Call* Exaialner, and Chronicle news 
halldlngs were burned to the ground.

Dean Stone tells that the staff immediately set to work
to eall upon every resource of the morgue* Scant news items 
were coming in from the Associated Press wire service# The 
story had to be set up in the office. A seven coluqm cut of 
San Francisco area destroyed* was found. Siac cuts* scenes in 
this district* were available for the front page. The stozÿ 
of the founding of Stanford tJniversity, consumed by fire, was 
available. The Inside pages contained cuts of prominent 
buildings* hotels, oityhall* ferry station, and five of Stan
ford University. A history of famous earthq.uakea followed, 
with one in California’s former experience. The staff mem
bers drew a map sketch of the city. Cuts of the United States
Mint and the University of California were used. The editor
ial page contained a story of Bret Harte’s prediction of San 
Francisco's ruin told in "Gabriel Conroy." Cuts of Mission 
Dolores and the story of its founding were available. The 
photograph of the famous Spreckles mansion and its interest
ing caption were found in the morgue

The second day's issue, Friday, April 20, and the page 
of the Saturday and Sunday papers were full of cuts and sto
ries taken from the library morgue. Monday morning, Terry, 
the staff artist, sent throu^ the first photographs and a
65. ^tone* iJean A. JL.* and Anaconda standard, April 1^-2$, 1906.
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Bketoh of the devastation. He and hla family were liTing in 
the loft of an old h a m  and as he said» "glad to find that 
much aeooinmodation#"^?

Telegraph operators were obliged to carry their messages 
to towns In the California outlying districts and as far as 
Utah before they could be given to the outside world. The 
fire had destroyed many cables* Terry continued to send sto
ries and cuts until Sunday» April 29. The library furnished 
the greater share of the newspaper’s stories until Sunday» 
April 22, when the Associated Press began to get through more 
detailed accounts.^

The Anaconda Standard library has since been destroyed 
by fire» but while it functioned the newspaper was regarded 
as the best in the state.

GFOSAT FALLS TRIBIMS 
The Great Falls Tribune library Is today one of the best 

one man libraries in Montana. Robert B. Warden, son of the 
publisher of the small dally, was Instrumental in selling 
the idea of an organization of the library to his father.
Mr. Warden is state editor of the newspaper and recognized 
the invaluable need of a library, particularly for his de
partment. A trained librarian is now in charge and is rapidr 
ly building up a historical division, as well as the clipping, 
cuts, photograph, and reference department*

The Tribune recently used the reception of a 200 word
67. Terry. John. Anaconda“5tandard>AnrlI 23. 1906.
63. Stone, Dean A. L.» Anaconda Standard. April 23, 29
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Aaaoolatôd Press story of Montana to prove Its "oolnmn Inch." 
value and quioî: service to the newspaper. In 15 minutes the 
library yielded enough material for the BOO word message to

£Qmake a two oolmnn story. Illustrated with three outs.''’

SP0KSSMAH-RS7 IEïïr

The Cowel’a library of the Spokesman-Review publishing 
oompany, like the Philadelphia Publie Ledger, furnished 
materials for seven newspapers of the "Midland Empire" dis- 
triot. The material la housed in a room 3B by 45 and con
tains 800 volumes of reference. Tbe librarian clips the sev
en papers and some of the Pacific Northwest and depends on 
the Hew York Times Index for general items. The material la 
filed alphabetically. Fourteen thousand letters are answered 
during the year asking for inforimtion and each letter con
tains from one to five questions. Three librarians are on 
the library staff and four on the telephones. The schedule 
of working hours runs from 9 A.M. to 11 P.M. and ISO items a 
day are answered.^^

IDAHO STATESMAH

The Idaho Statesman does not have a regular librarian, 
but the work la carried on by the editorial staff. The libra*
69. stone. Dean a . . Great bune. date ïmKôwn.'70. Klrkman, Wilbur, Letter no. 1. Appendix 1.
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ry oontains 1500 volumes and these are not classified, Ho 
clippings are filed# The pictures and cuts are placed by 
means of card Index, partly alphabetical and partly decimal,
without envelopes#71

PSH7ER POST

The Denver Post indexes the bound files of the newspa
per, makes use of 500 reference books, and files photos In 
E and 4 column envelopes# The cuts of Individuals are placed 
la 2 and 3 column envelopes. The clippings, divided into bi
ographical and subject matter, are found in E column cabin
ets# Three librarians, an assistant, and an Index clerk, 
work from 8 A.M. to 6 P.M. except Saturdays, when the hours 
are 8 A.M. to 11 P.M. Telephone Information is given the 
public and E5 to 100 persona a day avail themselves of the 
use of the library.

BELLIHGHAM HISRAU)

The Bellingham Herald introduced the vault use of the 
bound file In the V/ashlngton district# This plan was inaugur
ated when the Herald moved Into the new plant a few years 
ago# The vault adjoins the library room and no one has ac
cess to the bound files except by the permission of the 11-
ÿl« kiddle, A. P., hews Editor. Letter no. lEV Xpp'endix 1 .
72# Hlne, Helen. C., Librarian.Letter no. 1^. Appendix 1.
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brarlan or an assistant* Steel equipment la used throughout* 
The library oontains the photographs, mats, outs, and clip
ping file cases* One man la In charge of the filing* A 
four color scheme is used for the classification and filing* 
The photos, mats, cuts are used in the same case and eaoh 
one has a large, heavy, man!la e n v e l o p e *

SEATTLE TIMES

What is perhaps a record for newspaper library service 
is constantly maintained by the Seattle Times* Eight hundred 
persons are given service during a 24 hour period through the 
information bureau* The Times has a reference library of 
1500 volumes and dozens of files of newspaper and magazine 
clippings* The Information bureau is In the same office and 
includes 500,000 photos and several thousand obituaries*
The clipping service in the Bureau is arranged in biographi
cal and subject emitter.divisions* The photos are kept by 
individual names and by subject with their subdivisions*
The furnishings are of steel and large and small as well as 
medium sized envelopes are in use* Twenty-one persons are 
employed in the information and a tourist aid is in con
nection*^^

y^* Partell* A Pars onal V1sit.74* Walsh, FIorence, S upervis or, Times Bureau of Information, Letter no. 14, Appendix 1, Aug* 6, 1929.
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PORTLAHD JOXmSML

The librarian and assistant of the Portland Journal 
have a total of 65,000 photos, clippings from the Journal 
for nine years, and clippings from other newspapers, several 
sets of encyclopedias and 1000 volumes of reference.

The clipping material is divided into biographical and 
subject Jitter and placed in the steel drawers by an alpha
betical arrangement. Cuts have the card index. The library 
of the editor adjoins the room of the centrally located gen
eral reference room, and the juvenile department is found in 
a rocHB which opens on the central one. The latter haw a col
lection of scrap boohs, posters, and all sorts of materials 
for the children’s page of the Sunday newspaper section.
The librarian averages SO to 50 calls a day.

In the letters from the newspaper libraries with the 
chronologies of functions, and organizations, interest la 
centered in the information of a department not yet developed, 
of one in the process of development, of prejudices and dis
likes for certain library mèthods, of efficient plans fitted 
to local needs and yet not of standard library practice.

The Pacific coast has many newsplant libraries which 
rank high ih cffioiency and the San Francisco Chronicle and 
the Los Angeles Examiner are two good examples of the group.

75. Personal visit to plant - survey.
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SAS FRAHCISCO CHRGSICTLS

The San Franolsoo Chronlole» fnnotlonlng since 1907, 
has a library room 60 by 30, and this room oontains a large 
number of general reference books not yet catalogued* The 
clipping division is separated into the biographical and sub* 
Jeot sections# The biographical information is arranged al
phabetically and the subject by the American Library Associa
tion subject headings. Steel cases are used and card board 
folders 16 by 9^ inches for pictures, heavy manila envelopes 
for cuts, as well as clippings# The clipping envelopes are 
11& by 26 inches. These are pasted on different colored pa
pers. The color denotes the year* Tie date of the article 
is stamped on the top of the sheet.

Four librarians are on duty from 9 A.M# to 11 P.M. and 
about 40 queries are answered a day.?^

LOS ABGSLES EZAMIEER

The Los Angeles Eraialner has available 600 reference 
volumes, clippings from other papers, divided into biograph
ical and subject matter, and filed alphabetically In the 
steel cases. There are nine persons on the staff and they 
give the library 20 hours of service. An Information bureau 
takes care of the needs of the public and serves from 100 to
76. Jbrown. iisrjorle# Librarian, letter no. 15. Appendix 1.August 20, 1929.
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150 patrons a

The Canadian newspaper lihrarles ai^ In much the same 
status as those of the United States.

IU2TIT0BA FREE PRESS

The Manitoba Free Press has an exoellent library In a 
ro<m 36 by 70 with a total of 3,000 reference books. The bi
ographical file is in separate steel eq.ulpment. The other 
material Is placed under numerous categories and heads* Cuts 
are found in cases similar to those used in card index sys
tems; photographs and mats are filed in steel cabinets. Sev
eral sized envelopes are used. The library has a staff of 
five members and is open from 8:30 A.M* until 12 P.M. Ap
proximately 100 patrons make use of the library during the 
day. The library has complete volumes of the debates of the 
House of Commons and many files on matters arising in the 
Provincial house.

m

THE ISADER

The Leader Publishing Company has a one man library.
This small daily has available through its library a battery
of 82 steel cabinets with 35,000 envelopes with cuts, mats,
77. Spencer. Lynn, ^iter no. 16. Appendix 1.78. Marter, F. M., Librarian. Letter no. l7. Appendix 1 .
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biographies, ollpplngs- îhese oases are In a room 23 by 22* 
The library has the bound files of the newspaper for the past 
five years* A few reference books are kept there but the 
major share are in the editor’s of floes. The material is ar
ranged alphabetieally in large envelopes and approximately 
50 persons are given materials during the day."^9

TELÏXÎHAPH-JOOHSAL

The third Canadian newspaper. The Telegraph-Journal, is 
a one man library. The clippings, cuts, photographs, are di
vided into the biographical and subject divisions and a lib
eral cross reference index is employed. Steel files and built- 
in book cases comprise the equipment. Folders are used for 
outs and mats while envelopes are employed to hold the clip
pings and photographs.®®

7^. Azuiold. Ü. If.. Editorial Secretary. Letter no. 1Û. Appendix 1.80, Jenning's, F.M., Managing Editor, Letter no, 19. Appendix 1,
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ÏSISTED RECORDS OF NEWSPAPER GROUP OF SPECIAL LIBRARIESASSOCIATION.

The history of the organization, and the functions of 
the newspaper library jnst completed, third, the problems, 
and fourth, the future concludes the division list of the 
entire subject of newspaper library science#

The general problems involved in the function and in 
the larger field of the newspaper library, are expressed 
through the meâfim of the special Libraries Association# This 
group organized as an auxiliary to the American Library Associa* 
tion really functions as a separate unit and it is in the group 
of this association that we find the newspaper librarians meet
ing#

The newspaper group has been in existence since 19ZS and 
has the records of seven years* accomplishments available# The 
memboi ship now numbers almost 100 and the libraries mentioned 
in the cross section statistical record of the function and 
organization of the United States newspaper libraries are in
cluded in this group. The conventions and regional meetings 
are but the basis of discussions of the problems and the ulti
mate end of the plans to solve those problems and insure the 
future success of the newspaper library#

In outlining the achievements of the seven years* work 
Of the newspaper group, l illlam Alcott, librarian, really
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set forth the problems met anâ. the de^ee of aocompdlshmezit 
attained In the solving of t)m problems# The etatemeuts 
follow:

"First* the meetings have removed In part the handloap of Isolation*
"Second# W  have made the discovery of ways of practical and proper cooperation*
"Third# te have l#Kirned to dlffex’ontlate between Information and material*
"Fourth# »e are cons cions of the Importance and value of our own collections# especially of cllpplntjs# and photos# and realize ttut for local blograply and political news they are unsurpassed In any otlnr kind of library*
"Fifth # he have created and are creating an in- creaelngly valuable body of literature cn the newspaper library*
"Sixth# te have made the first survey of ̂ Ætorioan newspaper library practice#
"Seventh# te have stimulated activity la library aohoola toward instruction end training for newspaper library work*
"Eighth# A start has been made in the preparation of & stwadard classification for newspaper libraries*
"Blnth# kC have widened our acgaaintance with sources and methods*
"T«ath# ive have created new -contacts# .
"Eleventh# We have raised the standard of newspaper llbrazy work and have gained a new vision of it#
"Twelfth# te are winning the approval of an increasingly large number of publishers and executives*
"Thirteenth# We are progressing in the work of making the newspaper library a more helpful aid to accuracy# not only to rmove the basis and diminish
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the zmmher of daoage suits but for the good name of the paper we serTe and for the cause of good Journalism at large."81
The library province In the newspaper field is but in 

the beginnings of it» development. In fact, it is now in the 
pioneering stage when new systems are outgrowing the old ones 
80 rapidly and are so numerous that the librarian is forced 
to admit that he cannot keep accurate information of the most 
efficient of the group. The Association is trying to gather 
the threads of the larger problems and weave them together for 
an analysis. Mr. Ewapil, librarian, mahes clear a few more 
of the many problems of function and of the general field 
Wien he stresses the importance of sub-dividing classification, 
of watching cross reference; eliminating waste motion; bring
ing stock cuts up to date; keeping an efficient news index and82saving floor space.

SPECIFIC PRO Bums 
The organisation of the newspaper group has gained the 

membership of the libraries, already functioning as at least 
partially efficient units of the newsplant, and it Is to the 
small, one-man libraries, to those not yet in existence that

Al. Alcott. william. librarian. Editor and ^Publisher. Fourth Estate. June Kl, 1980Kwapll. Joseph, Editor and Publisher. Fourth Estate,June 21, 1980
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th& group now must appeal* The work of enlisting the entire 
news field In the library conscious and library functioning 
program is the most difficult problem of the librarian and 
his adherents* It is one of sales service, of holding a 
do liar s-and-ce nt 8 value up to the publisher and showing him 
that the library furnishes so many column inches of story and 
so many outs, or photographs, thus saving him the expense of 
utilizing the services of a staff member to go out from the 
plant to get the desired material* The latter event has a 
double expense; the reporter*s time plus the expense of get
ting away from the plant and delving into foreign sources*
Why hire the city librarian and the reporter? The source 
material may be kept la the plant, the librarian save the time 
otherwise used in looking up the material* Also the outside 
source may not answer the news* need in just the specific way 
in which the plant*s own resources would furnish it. The 
library will also answer needs more often when it is in the 
newsplant and readily available. The small plant will make 
of itself a local historical depository, a local political 
information bureau or answer a specific hobby-need of the 
publisher*

A crusading project may be followed and the library may 
furnish exact, accurate data for such a plan. The librarian 
may feo on selling the service in any type of form; as a public
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relatlozLs expert for the profession functioning through the 
newspaper group or as an IndiTlduaX. At any rate, the prob
lem is clearly one of actual service and In no other way may 
the librarian prove his worth but by setting up shop and 
going to work* If he is not hired his chances are small. If 
he is a managing editor, a state editor, and needs a library, 
he may convince the publisher of his need. It does not nec
essarily fall within the province of the librarian to pres
ent the problem of selling the library to the publisher.
It is any man*s job if he understands the library newspaper 
field. The individual librarian's province falls within the 
confines of this subject as a major premise.

The problem just stated is ready for the work of the group 
because the librarian has lost the inferiority attitude of the 
old morgue custodian. There is now something to sell that 
is worth its present appraisement, low as insurance but high 
for plant value.

The problem of standardization will probably assume larger 
proportions but will be more easily solved when a greater num
ber of librarians, of publishers, throughout the nation, or
ganize and bring a library to its proper functioning state.
Many newspaper editors are veritable encyclopedias of know
ledge; have collected through periods of years their own store
house of knowledge, know how and where to find it and are re
luctant to use any other method. When the entire staff has that
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ooXl6etlon« or one of Its own In general use, then some method 
of library practice may be formulated* The newsman wants the 
material and wants it in the shortest time possible; hence, 
the librarian should develop some plan whereby the information 
may be procured in that time*

The subject of dirigibles may come under the classification 
"aeronautics" and the newsman may find it readily under this 
classification, !Gie same classification is sou^t in another 
newspaper# The latter factor suggests the question of standard
isation, of classification throughout the newspaper library field, 
but inevitably this problem must fall second to the task of 
getting a library* Standardisation of organization, of class
ification, of indexing, of cataloguing, and of filing all come 
within the specialization field of the library unit*

Throughout the study of newsplants of the United States 
and Canada as well as foreign newspapers, the biographical and 
subject matter division of clipping material has predominated*
Some have followed the Cutter system, some the Dewey decimal, 
others the library of Congress method in subject headings and 
classification* Others have followed their own system of 
subdivision of the two divisions, biographical and subject, 
and have planned their own subject headings* The alphabetic 
and dictionary type of filing have been in use*

The newspaper group, inorder to meet the problem needs 
in standardization, has a committee at work making nation-
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vlâ.9 analyses of newspaper libraries with the object of 
creating a standard system of newspaper referenoe practice* 
Their plan reflects the desire of 100 newspapers affiliated 
with the Special Libraries group* Joseph Kwapil is the 
chairman of this oonmlttee, David Rogers of the Eew York 
Eerald-Tribune » and Fred Pettit of the Detroit Dews are 
members of the committee*

The advent of myriads of words through aviation, radio, 
telephoto, and a thousamd new fields has brought about a 
confusion in filing that is mounting as a problem of 
gi^uitio proportions. The modern newspaper library has 
8(mewhere In the neighborhood of 60,000 classifications and 
cross-references to adjust* The work of this committee is 
to glean the most attractive features from each library in 
reference to the newspaper and magazine clippings* Later 
the cross-indexing of books will be investigated, and still 
later the proper filing of photographs and (nits* The 
Philadelphia Public Ledger, according to Joseph Ewapil, is on 
the Job during the 24 hours of the day and this is but a 
prophecy that eventually the proper functioning newspaper 
library will be following the same schedule*83

ZSr* Xwapil states, "The classification on which I am 
working is a very complete detailed work to cover every
bg. ^Editor and' iPublislier the Fourth ïfatate * ^!LibraVi’àn*3"''̂ eek Standard Practice for Newspaper Reference Staff* Aug. 4. 1928, 
page 14*
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range of n e w s p a p e r  l i b r a r y  p r a c t i c e *  It will c o T e r  m o r e
than 60,000 sabjeots with, their sabdiTlsiona* This has never
been done before and is so complete in detail that it will
Involve several years* work# The arrangement will be such
that it can be adapted to the use of a small one-man library84or a staff of 25#"

Henry Evelyn Bliss has a specific statement of interest 
to all librarians* special collections, when he declares that 
a standard classification should be general Indeed and adapt
able and as simple as a general and adaptable system can be#
He emphasises the strength of the movement for rationalization# 
simplification and standardization; fewer classifications 
cooperatively standardized for eaoh specialty# He insists 
that the library should develop the details in its own 
schedule# Mr# Bliss has worked out the systems in use in 
the College of the City of Hew York, and speaks with the 
authority of 24 years of experience as his working basis# 85 

The problem of a library service to small plants Is a 
suggested possibility in the recently developed library 
cooperation of the newspaper group# To organize the morgues 
of the small plants into libraries and to literally create 
libraries in other newspapers by the modem method should
bring forth a simpler plan, a plan with the mininmm of expense 
for all needs, yet one to make a library as efficient as

84# kwapil, Joseph, Letter Ho# 5 , Appendix 1.
85# Bliss, Henry Evelyn, special Libraries / March 19E9, pâ ê 74.
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possible* Tïila problem Is one within the province of the 
newspaper group of librarians and should be formulated for 
the plants forced to organize without the assistance of a 
full time librarian. It Is Impossible for some of the 
newspapers of this country to afford the services of a 
trained librarian and In order to aid this type of library, 
the reorganization of Its resources may call for the advice 
of trained librarians, a personal service or service through 
publications, letter or other forms* TShen that organization 
1s complete, the newspaper group may function as a clearing 
house of Information for the publisher to continue hla 
library with the part time assistant* librarians in the 
newspaper profession m y  organize to offer their individual 
service a In this field. Many newspaper owners are asking 
about such a service, particularly those who are in the 
Isolated communities of the Pacific and Rocky Mountain Com
munities* The efficient libraries are more numerous in the 
east, middle west, and extreme Pacific coast section.

The northwest and the southwest states with scant 
populations still have the problem of isolation. Here and 
there one finds a good library in this section, but the 
percentage is small. Rest assured the advantage of the 
library in part, at least, is known. It is merely a question 
of financing the organization within the budget limits of the 
plant*
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Montana knows what Masaaohasetts haa to offer In baok- 

gronnd, material for a news story* geographically# and wonld like 
to have that material In a form readily available, fhe senators 
of Massachusetts do not make the mistake of having half Inform
ation* as did Daniel Webster* when the bill carrying the ap
propriation for $50*000 to establish mall service to the Pacific 
coast came up to Congress after the American cong^aest. Webster* 
who was then senator of Massachusetts* was very much opposed*
He said:

"What do we wffiuit of this vast worthless area* this region 
of savages and wild beasts* of deserts* of shifting sand and 
whirlwinds of dust* cactus end prairie dogs? To what use could 
we ever hope to put these deserts or these endless mountain 
ranges* Impenetrable and covered to their bases with eternal 
snows? What can we ever hope to do with the western coast of 
2*000 miles* rockbound* cheerless and uninviting with not a 
harbor In It? %hat use have we for such a countyy? Mr* Pres
ident* I will never vote one cent from the public treasury to
place the Pacific coast one Inch nearer Boston than it Is 80today*"—

Geographic data la just as valubale to the Montana state 
representative as It should h@ve been to Daniel Webster*
What he had was not knowledge * but half knowledge* and that not 
authentic* The knowledge that the librarian gives needs

86* baily""^ ssouildiu*, Oracle Ùolumn*
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to be umlTersal and it Is as valuable to the four page 
weekly staff as to the Metropolitan Dally Star writers. The 
future of the librarian’s code Is to make an efficient and 
better newspaper* through the service,

IIBRABY TRAi m m
The status of the librarian In the field of newspaper 

library science is one of major prominence. The old "morgue" 
was In charge of some pensioned member of the staff* a sten
ographer or often a copy boy. With the development of 
specialization in the entire profession of Journalism and the 
particular library expansion previously mentioned, executives 
began to demand trained department specialists. The question 
of education* of training for the librarian was made the basis 
of conference discussions. Out of these conferences grew the 
specific questions, shall the employment of a library school 
graduate or a newspaper man or woman with special library 
training be considered? Shall the news executive employ a 
general librarian and give instructi m  in the particular system 
in use in the news library?

When the cooperation of the newspaper librarians was evi
denced in the newspaper group of Special Libraries Association* 
the question became* shall the newspaper group undertake to 
interest the library schools in offering courses for Newspaper 
Librarians?

The academic profession is here cooperating with that of 
the newspaper business and may solve the problem to the best
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aayantage of both fields* On© plan is Inaugurated at the 
Colum’bla University Library School to care for the work in 
a series of lectures in this division»

A newspaper library trained instructor to direct a 
special course in a school of journalism, is another method 
planned to care for the problem* Professional demands as 
well as scholastic require that the instructor of such a 
course ha've some newspaper experience, the knowledge of the 
use of existing newspaper libraries, and further, the exper
ience of organizing such a library either in the commercial, 
field or in the School of Journalism*

The problems of the general and the function field ha’ve 
been discussed in a brief resume* The detailed analysis be
longs in the field of the Organization of the School of 
Journalism Library*
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EDUCATION

The fourth and last division of the subject of the 
eczmmerclaX newspaper library Is the future of that unit of 
the profession*

In the future of any spécialistes field lie the basic
elements of "education*” No young newswrlter %oay Ignore the
fundamental things of the office. Knowledge of the style
book or general instructions of the news executive Is
essential* Use of the city directory* the dictionary* the
city map Is but routine* Similarly the librarian in his
unit of usefulness is forced to know the personnel of the
newsplant* the habits* peculiarities of each individual and
this Information Is just as necessary as the information of
the technical workings of a newspaper organization.. The
library alone Is not the librarian*s province. Intimate
knowledge of the entire plant is necessary for the librarian
to be able to provide service. The lowliest cub knows enough
not to look for railroad Information In the magazine devoted
to fiction. The obvious* well-known sources are mere routine
knowledge to the newspaper novice of today.oftenThe journalism profession/demands information on obscure 
subjects and the librarian*s job Is to see that the inform
ation Is forthcoming from books* government documents* mun
icipal* state and foreign data from sources that the executive
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doea mot have the time or the training to Investigate. !To 
3cno« these sonroea and to coordinate the facts derived from 
them la the familiar tash of the newspaper librarian.
The technique of the "artist" librarian is that of the finely 
developed sense of anticipating the rapid demands of the 
newsplant* Here is the future of the librarian. This is the 
goal of the whole profession# to provide facilities before 
they are demanded# to anticipate the future of the entire 
plant* The seeker of information may want a certain type cf 
information today# but what will he need tomorrow?

PRESENT ACHIEVEMENTS 
K.E.Pellett # librarian of the Port of Hew York Authority 

has this to say of the more Important accomplishments of a 
library in a business concern#

**ll) Save the time of high-salaried executives.
Keep your technical staff Informed of developments in the fields pertaining to their work.(3) Obviate foolishland perhaps costly errors through lack of the latest information and events affecting your business.

(4) Aid In training your employees# thereby increasing their usefulness.(5) Exercise a salutary influence tovmrd creating within your organization that conscious unity of interest and purpose which is so essential to efficiency where the cooperation of several departments is involved.(6) Add to the prestige of your company and its product through your librarian’s contacts# which are necessarily made among those whose function is to guide 
the reading# and therefore, to some extent# the thought’s of those whom they s e r v e . " 87
87. Pellett. M.Ë. #' i,ib%arian. fke Library and Its Relation to the Industries of the CounTry. October 1938
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The industrialistes authoritative statement gives 

knowledge of old field as isell as new ones for the news
paper librarian and his work* Someone has estimated that 
there are approximately *235,000,()()() books in the world*
It Is of no oonsequenee why or where this figure was chosen* 
It Is as good as any for no one knows exactly how many 
books there are In existence, but the fact that the 
exact number Is unknown Is an Intriguing thought for the 
newspaper librarian* Woÿ not know where and how many end 
what each contains? Through what channels would such 
Information be found? The thought Is one to find action 
In research and perhaps this Information if found would 
reveal a whole new world for the general librarian*

LIBRARIAK A TRAI32D SPECIALIST 
The future of the newspaper library, of the librar

ian, lies within the profession of the individual*
Joseph Kwapll, William iJLcott, John Miller, Fred Pettit,
Lee A* White, Agnes Petersen, are but a few librarians 
Of recognised ability in the list of individual lib
rarians who are blazing a trail of research and organ
ization that Is tending to revolutionize the entire 
newspaper librarian’s field of endeavor to provide some-
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thing to hol& while experiments make more complete the 
solenoe already well developed*

m J O R  UHIT OF SEV;SPIAET A3 CUETORAl CEHTER 
The newspaper library la a workshop * a laboratory 

of the news plant used to provide cultural background*
The trend Is to place more confidence In the power of the 
librarian I to give the individual worker more courage to 
ask for his rl^tful place as a major unit of the publish»# 
Ing business* to reach Individual librarians and gain their 
cooperation and assist In the movement for helpful organisa
tion* to build an enduring foundation of cultural background 
for the newspaper that will reflect Itself In every column 
Inch of news* of feature * of photograph* of public service 
by telephone4 In short* the whole future of the library 
profession In the newspaper field lies in Its service to a 
cultural newspaper * whether It be a small weekly* a small 
dally* or a metropolitan with Its Sunday feature and book 
magazines* radio department* comic or rotogravure section*

PESCRIPTIOEf OF SMALL LIBRARY
The service to the newspaper of tomorrow will In

evitably bring a library of clippings* photographs* mats*
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cuts, and reference tooks all housed in a well»lighted 
room equipped with reading table, magazine and newpaper 
racks, steel shelves for books, steel cases for the re
mainder of the materials, a librarian and assistant's 
equipment if in a two-man library, a constant coming 
and going of members of the staff, and probably a tele
phone service room adjoining to care for the public needs# 
Some vault system in the room or in a room adjoining will 
care for the needs of the bound files and the index# These 
volumes, the permanent record of the plant, will be in the 
sole custody of the librarian, to "provide Information for 
executives or members of the staff# The bound files will 
be consulted as a last recourse for information in this 
library of the future# The description of a modest two- 
man library is used, but this should serve to explain the 
need in the major share of the newspapers of the TTnlted 
States# It is to the small paper that the community 
interest turns for detailed study# Local news is read 
avidly and often* The newspaper library of the future 
will have another contributing factor to help in the or
ganization of its greatest possibilities for the develop
ment of the newspaper; that of the librarian trained in
the Schools of Journalism and the student journalists who 
have utilized a model library and shared in its organiza
tion#
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COLLEGE lîOEGUE AND m i  HlilTJSPAF^lR MOHGIE

Th# history of the organization of the school of Joum- 
aLisra library» of its function» problems and future is placed 
in the profession of journalism as subject for research» 
development» fbr analyzation by academic as well as business 
specialists» The subject Is the basis of recent national 
interest» of discussion through Individual efforts of instruct
ors in the Schools of Journalism at the State University of 
Montana and the University of Minnesota*

As far as inquiry and research of the individuals are 
concerned» the facts are paralleled with those in study of 
the growth of the morgue and its evolution into a regularly 
organized library in the commercial field* Faculty members 
of professional schools of this character are inveterate 
collectors of world knowledge in all fisms; pamphlets, books» 
scraps of clippings* Talcott Williams of the Pulitzer School 
of Journalism» organized in 1912, possessed a large well- 
chosen library and this became the property of Dr. James Melvin 
Lee» head of the department of Journalism of New York University, 
on Dr. Willians* death* Dr. Lee already possessed a unique 
library and recently made a gift of many of the duplicate 
books and other material to the department of Journalism at 
Yenching* The Yenching School was organized in 1929» by Dr. 
Walter Williams of the Missouri University School of Joum-
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allsm end the ofrioials of Yenching, The UhlTersity located 
at Peiping has an ^erican^ Te m o n  Nash, as head of its 
newly organized School of Journalism, Mr, Nash is a graduate 
of the Missouri University School of Journalism,

President Walter Williams of Missouri University, who 
still holds the title of Dean of the Missouri School of 
Journalism, maintains a private library, and a school lib
rary well supplied with newspaper volumes and material, but 
up to the present time the school has not maintained a 
laboratory eourso in ^Newspaper Library!* or used the present 
library for any but general library purposes,

MONTANA UITITERSITY SCHOOL OF JOUBNALISM LIBRARY

Dean A, L. Stone of the Montana University School of 
Journalism has been Instrumental in his 30 years active 
newspaper career in this state in building up libraries in 
the Anaconda Standard and Daily Missoulian, two small news
papers, The Anaconda standard has been used as an example of 
the library service possible as far back as 1906,

First, the history of the Montana School of Journalism 
Library began when Dean Stone came to the School of Journ
alism as its chairman in 1914 and brought a part of his 
private library. This consisted of general reference volumes.
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ot notion, of science, of literature, of history, particularly 
of Montana, whole sets of valuable series of encyclopedias. 
Century, Brlttanica, bound volumes of the oldest newspapers of 
the state, a collection that is the best of its kind in the 
state. Materials on the Indian of Montana, technical books 
of the profession to the last date of the last book published 
were included. The books and loose materials were housed on 
shelves in his office in a two room bungalow on the Montana 
campus. The office library contained a typewriter of his own, 
an old Franklin open hearth stove, a revolving case to house 
the ready handbooks and every available inch of space in the 
remainder of that room from the floor to the celling was 
stacked with books and reference material. There is no re
cord of the volumes and the material on hand at that time, 
but the Dean kept his own clippings in envelopes and used his 
own classification system* That system was worked over by 
stenographers or secretaries with Dean Stone's supervision 
until September, 1927. A course, then listed in the University 
catalog as Laboratory in Journalism, 39, a,b,o, and offering 
two credits, was utilized for library Instruction. This class 
met twice a week, Tuesday and Thursday from 2 p.m. until 5 p.m. 
and the entire laboratory period, with the exception of a 
half hour of instruction in general reference, was utilized 
for clipping and filing the national and state papers, mag
azine and trade journals of the profession or any source
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material needed by student or Instructor*

EVOLUTION OP MORGUE INTO LIBRARY PLAN

The first step necessary In developing a plan for the 
organization of a library out of morgue materials was to 
determine just what working tools were available for the 
newspaper library laboratory# The morgue, in Septmber 
1928, consisted 3f Dean Stone’s office library with a total 
of 637 volumes of reference books, thousands of bulletins 
and pamphlets, and the files of Montana newspapers of
1800 and 1900*

The office of Professor Robert L* Housman of the School 
of Journalism contained a wooden file case, correspondent 
size, with two tiers of five drawers which housed large sized 
envelopes with clippings arranged alphabetically by subject 
heading. This file contained a definite amount of World v/ar 
information. Book lists, copies of the Gaturday Review of 
Literature, Sunday book and feature magazines of the New York 
Herald-Tribune for several years, fifteen reference books, 
ten volumes of books of fiction and general subjects utilized 
for book reviews for the Kaimin, student publication comprised 
the office total# The third unit of the reference material 
was found in a reading room equipped with tables and shelves 
of the bound files of the Daily Missoulian as far back as 1910,
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bouad files of the Amcouda Standard» 1908-1914» and the 
dally newspapers of the state and nation in rack con
tainers. The latter group includes:

New York Herald-TribuneNew York PostNew York JournalBrooklyn JournalBaltimore SunPhiladelphia Public LedgerBoston TranscriptChristian Science MonitorKansas City StarKansas City TimesAtchinson Dally GlobeWashington StarSan Pranclsco ChronicleSpokesman ReviewChicago TribuneChicago Dally NewsSt. Louis Post-DlspatchSpringfield RepublicanWeekly and daily newspapers of Montana
The fourth unit of the reference department was the 

library or morgue proper, a small Inside room without ven
tilation or the light of windows. This room had shelves 
built around three sides to accommodate the envelopes of 
clippings acquired through student clipping from three years 
back, copies of the Inland printer from 1892 to 1929, mag
azines of all types, files of the local newspapers partly 
bound, duplicates of the bound files in the reading room, 
a few reference books on agricultural data, encyclopedias, 
directories, census reports, posters of forestry fire con
trol, advertisements utilized for class instruction, maps of 
the United States, world, Europe and Asia, and High School
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annuaXs and newspapers*
The fifth unit of the reference material was the Kaimin 

room, housing the typewriters and utilized for classroom 
purposes* This room contained a wooden case holding the 
bound files of the Kaimin as far back as 1914 and the cuts 
and engravings of the Kaimin and Sentinel, University year
book* The case contained shelves for the bound files and 
drawers for the cuts. The walls accommodated a clip hold
ing 65 different college publications* These were the 
property of the exchange editor* The School of Journalism 
Dictionary and type books were found in the reading room*
The Kaimin reporter possessed a style book of the school and 
the student directory.

The morgue of the School of Journalism then began to 
evolve, in plan at least. Into a library, and source matorials 
were selected from the University Library science course to 
fit the needs of the school of Journalism newspaper library 
course* The direction naturally fell in the special library 
field* General reference, classification and organization, 
cataloguing, and bibliography came in for a study with the 
adjustment to the academic needs in the profession of Journ
alism* Gradually as the courses reached a necessary stage 
of development, wholly through research and study, the find- ■ 
ings were utilized in the class room of the laboratory course* 

The study and research led into the Special Libraries
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Organizatlon and tlie School of Journalism became a member in 
1928, Joseph Kwapll, Librarian of the Philadelphia Public 
Ledger» October 16, 1923, wrote,

"Several years ago the writer tried to interest schools of Journalism in larger and better reference libraries in newspaper offices. Letters were sent to most all of the Schools of Journalism in the country. The results were negligible. If I remember just two replies were received. It was concluded that schools of journalism wore not interested in one of the most important and vital departments of a newspaper. It seems to me that through the medium of the reference department, organized on efficient and modem lines, the schools of journalism could do much toward establishing the whole profession of journalism on a higher standard of accuracy and ethics* Personally I have found where a newspaper has a well organized and developed reference department, the paper shows it in various ways* When the material is easily available, I find the members of the staff consult it frequently for verification of facts, correct spelling of names, etc, I find libel suits are a rare thing when a newspaper reference work is practically in its in- fancy compared to what it will be ten years hence,
Under the direction of Robert \V, Desmond, instructor 

in the Department of Journalism at the University of Minne
sota, a Newspaper Library course was inaugurated and this 
was given twice during the year 1929, for the first time.
The course was originally planned for one quarter* The 
department now has an endowment of #1200 a year and plans 
the organization of a library, üo far the work has been 
given as lecture and laboratory work and the class meets 
but one hour on Thursday and one hour on Tuesday.

83, Kwapil, Joseph, Letter No, s. Appendix 1,
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Missourl, Illinois and Oklahoma, plan to Introduce 
library courses in the University Schools of Journalism and 
have consulted Joseph ICwapll and the special Libraries 
Association for advice and data*

The profession demands that the Schools of Journalism 
cooperate in this great development but the research and 
training for the newspaper library course should be care
fully planned, for about tea p*^rcoat of newspaper 
librarian are really developed on an efficient basis*
The latter statement is made by Joseph Kwapil, a man who 
has developed his library to a marked degree of efficiency 
and is working for that efficiency in the libraries of the 
country*^^

The difficulty of evolving a library out of the re
sources of the Montana ScWol of Journalism first presented 
itself in the problem of the financial inability to make 
use of the model and best equipped libraries of the east or 
far west* The only source of research open for information 
was documents of historical and news value in explanation of 
such organizations* A questionnaire was sent to two hundred 
representative newspapers of the United States, Canada and a 
few foreign centers*®*^ 23 replies were received from the 
United States, 4 from Canada and six from foreign countries.
89* Kwapil, Joseph, Letter Wo. 20, Appendix!* 90* Appendix 1.
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The qaeetloiinaire revealed the fact that libraries are 
in existence, that the publisher needs thorn, but that in most 
cases the literary organization is not perfected to the point 
of efficiency* Information of general points of similarity 
was revealed and was used as a basis of comparison and a 
means of evolving a better method of library function. The 
plan is not to destroy what has already be n done but to use 
the best of the old systems and form a new one. The plan is 
practically the seme as that of the newspaper group of Special 
Libraries Association; to select the best features of a rep
resentative group and weld them into a standard for all.
At the same time, information was sought of the best course 
of study for a newspaper library instructor, and data to 
work out the laboratory project of a school of Journalism 
libiary. The course will function to the best advantage of 
student and school when a model working library is available, 
just as it is necessary to have a well equipped library for 
the science of Botany, Biology, or of Library work. It is 
impossible for a student to grasp the significance of a com
plete organization at the present time except through per
sonal contact with three or four of the best libraries of the 
east and middle west. This Is very difficult for the Montana 
student because of geographic isolation and the great expense 
of the trip. Hence, the library should be brought to the 
school and the student should have a part in building that
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llbrary#

The theory Is self explanatory where the many divisi ons 
that now fall within the organization of a newspaper library 
are fully understood# It is like the great publishing business, 
a complicated Industrial unit, functioning as an efficient 
well oiled machine and the student as well as the instructor 
should know how to adjust that unit to the machine and keep 
It functioning»

Working upon the theory that the ITowspaper Library course 
should have a workshop to produce a model library plant, a 
half-hour lecture In general reference work was given early 
In the Autumn quarter of 1323, which included a brief ex
planation of the books, materials, and sources in this divi
sion, with particular emphasis on the use of the general 
reference books In the office libraries of the Journalism 
building and the Ctate University library# The discussion 
Included the value of certain reference books and how to 
adjust that value to the advantage of newspaper training#
In the first laboratory period on Tuesday beginning at 2:30 
p*m.. Immediately following the lecture, students marked 
and clipped national and state papers for reference material 
of known value. T:ach student was assigned a subject head
ing and a national or state paper and was taught the art 
of becoming familiar with the location of certain types of 
news in that particular paper# The material was subdivided
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and placed in largo envelopes with the date and name of a 
paper attached to the clipping. The Thursday period from 
2 to 5 p.m. was used in routine work of pasting the 
clippings on a narrow strip of copy paper with the date 
and name of paper typed on the margin and a card 3 by 5 
inches made for each clipping with the alphabet symbol 
assigned that subject heading in the loose leaf catalog 
notebook and arranged alphabetically in one of the two div
isions, biographical or subject* The envelope used to hold 
the clipping was of correspondence, flimsy type, open at 
the side and this was filed in a wooden, document size, 
case with 20 sections and a set of small drawers : This case
was brought from the basement of the University library and 
housed in the library room of the Journalism building.
The wooden cupboard holding the cuts and bound files of the 
Kaimin was moved Into this room and a set of six individual 
document wooden cases for the Montana section of the library 
added to the equipment.

The definite plan of organization then began to be evident. 
The offices, reading room, Kaimin room, and library proper came 
into the organization as units of a general reference library. 
The library proper was to have the key catalog, classification, 
and every record of the entire group in its system. All file 
oases wore to be housed in this room and as much as possible 
of the reference material was to be moved from the offices
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to this room. The first plan had to do with the utilization, 
of the reading room, for the library instructor's desk was 
located in that room, and the Kaimin classroom adjoined It,
The plan logically assumed that eventually a door might be 
cut leading into the Kaimin room from the library and thus 
make possible the more efficient use of tho library by 
members of the Kaimin staff*

Some provision was necessary for the placement of books, 
pamphlets, clippings, cuts, mats. In files other than the 
wooden cases then available. The proposed substitution of 
steel files providing a more permanent receptacle intro
duced the problem of the purchase of equipment,

I-etters were sent to library equipment houses and many 
catalogs were received. One firm went a library expert,
Mr, Ralph Ortel, of Spokane, representative of the Olobe- 
Wernlcke company, spent three days in Aur^st, 1923, In 
discussion and research for the equipment of a future library. 
The results of this research provided first that tho bound 
files were to be housed in steel cases with glass doors.
The vault plan of housing bound files in the library or In 
an adjoining room is advisable, but the first Is more 
feasible for a smaller budget. The company did not have the 
glass door roller-sholf oases and Instructed an expert to 
forward the blueprint drawing with estimate. The result of
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thla research proved too expenslv© for purchase of such a 
case*^^

The folloaring Fall quarter the library course Included 
sources of finding reference material and the us© of modern 
newspaper library equipment* Estimates of the expense of 
such equipment with complete find Inga for the School of 
Journalism library was included In tho oiurse,

FIHÔ.E PLAN OF O R Q A N iailT IuH

The entire course for the fall of 1929 was changed to 
include a quarter*© lecture of one hour each on the general 
reference, the second quarter*s work included a brief resume 
of classification and organization and the third with the 
lecture covering the practical phases of Bibliography nec
essary for a School of Journalism library course* The 
laboratory work continued with the additional work of build
ing a Kaimin clipping file, out and photograph section*

A diligent search had been made for all the copies 
available of the Kaimin as far back as its beginning in 1393* 
Douglas Thomas, business manager of the Kaimin, and a senior 
student, undertook the work of finding these numbers, also of 
collecting all the Kaimin and sentinel cuts, and the photo
graphs belonging to the student newspaper. Kaimin finances 
91% Ralph Ortel, Appendix 3*
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made It possible to purchase steel cases for the outs, the 
clippings and the photographs. A new dictionary stand and 
several handbooks of reference were purchased and placed in 
a convenient place in the Kaimin room for reference.

The new equipment of the Kaimin purchased during the 
summer of 1929 made possible the use of a larger room. The 
comer room, number 205 of the Journalism building, with the 
Kaimin room adjoining but depending upon a hall entrance for 
admittance was them available. This room is well lighted and 
provides ample space for the oases now in use and gives some 
room for expansion.

Working under the handicap of making the system of an 
officient ten per cent organization found in the larger 
Btôtropolitan libraries of the east and middle west fit the 
academic, the professional and the individual needs of a 
one-man University School of Journalism library necessitated 
the work of obtaining the usable parts, financially possible 
qualities of several systems. The functioning elements 
gained from this study made possible the organization of the 
classification now in use, subject headings, and cataloging 
methods. For Instance, the classification system is a com
posite of the Minnesota, Library of Congress, and the Hew 
York Herald-Tribune♦3 plans

The present plant and organization now comprise the new
V2. Sneoial Libraries, March. 1929."Minnesota classifloaiion for Political Solenoe Collections," a review.
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library room with Its two wooden oases, two steel cases with 
roller shelres housing the bound volimes of the Kaimin from 
Its beginning up to date, a steel four drawer correspondence 
size case with the Kaimin and Sentinel photographs filed and 
la working order, the steel cut case with shallow wide drawers 
holding the cuts already Indexed* The Kaimin clipping steel 
file case has a partial list of the clippings complete and 
these are In use* A set of reference and scrap books avail
able for Kaimin use as well as a card index and clipping file 
of general news and the biographical section of the Montana 
file with a large number of biographies function for the use 
of the student* The room contains one long reading table 
with magazines of news, trade journals and the papers of the 
nation and state not used by the library students. These 
newspapers are the source of scrapbooks of interest on all 
types of general news*

The hlbrary was the recipient last year of 550 copies of 
Century, Harper♦s, Atlantic, Outlook, Horth American Review, 
Scribners, and Forum magazines, of 1800 and 1900. The trade 
journals of the profession are not placed on shelves In the 
library room or handled except for clipping and occasionally 
an entire magazine Is filed on the shelves of a wooden case* 
The equliment Is not Installed to care for all of the library
93. b. G* Rogers. Spécial Libraries. Ÿork Herald-TribuneIdbrary,** October, 1928, page 271—273*
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material awaiting cataloguing and indexing.
The library course of 1930-31 is to be a laboratory one, 

five hours a week, with an hour*s lecture each week and the 
course Is continuous for three quarters with three credits 
and Is required of all majors In the department.

The history of the organization of the School of Journ
alism library Is but a brief resume of the course In the 
organization# The second main province of the subject, the 
function, is the most Important phase of tho entire field of 
newspaper library development*
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The fimotlon of the organization of the school of 
Jonrnalisni Library is fourfold. The library, as a lab
oratory designed for the major purpose of training the 
student in the best methods of technique, of organization, 
olassificatlon, general reference and bibliography. The 
courses mentioned in the organization include a brief 
outline of the methods of cataloguing. The entire 
function of the teaching plan is to give fundamentals.
The course is not designed to offer more than the elements 
for the curriculum does not permit and the profession 
does not ask for more at the present time.

The second division of the subject of function affords 
the student thorough method of obtaining background in
formation for the advancement of the status of a Journ
alist. The newspaper library resources make better re
porters, advertising men, public relations experts, 
executives, and country weekly Journalists, in fact, up
lift the standards of the individual* s ability in any 
unit of the profession of Journalism and at the same time 
has a direct bearing upon his standing in other departments 
of the university. The same principle holds here as in the 
commercial field. The reporter who has access to the lib
rary in his own plant saves time, expense and acquires his 
Information better suited to his needs. He uses that lib
rary more often that he does the public library situated
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at a distance from his labors. The student types his
story la the Kaimin classroom, needs a word, a bit ofisinformation and will get it if it available in the room 
adjoining or near him. He is more prone to use a sub
stitute or guess at his information if he needs to look 
for it at the university library.

In the third place, the journalism library functions 
as a workshop for all students. The journalist who is 
taking the newspaper course, acting as librarian, assist
ant or file clerk, and marking the paper and clipping it, 
is not only gaining library technique but is acquiring a 
bit of the Information contained in the library files.
The casual acceptance of helpfulness is becoming evident 
in every period of open library hours. The workshop idea 
prevails and this is the better plan for as long as the 
newspaper library profession is in the present state of 
evolution, the workshop may produce some method, some idea 
usable for all.

The latter point suggests the fourth division of the 
function of organization: it is a research medium for the
entire newspaper library field, academic and professional. 
The student is told frankly and convincingly that the 
profession is la the embryo stage, that newspaper librarians 
may be either librarians trained in the library schools of 
our nation, newspaper staff members who serve part time as
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so-oaXXed librarians, stenographers or secretaries taking: 
over a duty for the executive. The student Immediately 
counters with the question, what can we do about it?
The fact that the profession is new has a charm, has an 
Intriguing pull of Interest for the young members of the 
journalism profession. The one aho gathers new facts, 
new sources, new conclusions of the findings, the first 
who reaches the end of an ectperlment In the workshop and 
shows results experiences the fascination of new scientific 
discoveries. The interest of this new field is growing 
by leaps and bounds and the open workshop Is serving as a 
true research medium.

HE7;SPAPER LIBRARY TRAINING

The function of providing newspaper library training 
in the organization of a school of journalism library brings 
us to the adaptation of general library technique, of 
special training and last the practical application of 
methods now in use in newspaper libraries in this country. 
Some such adaptation is necessary, for no special training 
course for newspaper librarians is available in any library 
school, at the present time. This is of necessity put forth 
as a province of the Journalism School, for the organization 
of the school of journalism library includes the course of
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iastruotion in newspaper library*
The function of training is new and individual systems 

of training are necessary» through the adaptation of methods 
gained through study and research which may contribute ideas 
and theories gained through expérimentâtIjn* The course 
of training has already been outlined*

However, the function of training is outlined end that 
statement is again made that since the newspaper library 
organization, and the school of journalism library are both 
comparatively recent subjects for discussion In the journ
alism profession, the detailed course is constantly under
going changes and revisions in both subject and actual 
plan*

The leading authorities in the profession are constantly 
revising the methods of approach for certain sections in the 
field of newspaper library theories and their subject treat
ments are changing within the year. The harried librarian 
of a cosmopolitan newspaper may find a new method in his 
workshop that overnight changes the organization of a well 
established plan. The subject is then revised to meet 
publishers* needs for up-to-date knowledge.

BACKGROUND lîIPOIÎ^tATION 

In the second function of affording the student the
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baokgroimd information the library and librarian must 
point the way to the best books of the profession for 
informative knowledge or his own field* One student in 
the Montana school acquired the ability to read a book in 
outline and assimilated and utilized that knowledge to the 
best advantage. His reading field was widened* The 
student librarian and the student he serves need direction 
to the flumes of journalism* biographical* historical* 
to background information. The lectures in the courses 
can not cover every phase, can perhaps merely mention a 
subject and let the laboratory worker suggest and aid the 
student to find his sources* A reference has been prepared 
"Background for Men of the Hews*” in which the way is pointed 
to the value of being a "consuming reader"— the thought 
carries with it the journalist’s trait of straightening the 
curtain. Materials can be prepared for other fields, to 
give the student a worthwhile perspective. Lists of the 
books in each division of the profession posted and ready 
with time schedules are a part of the plan of the School of 
Journalism library. This is the creative plan mentioned by 
Miss Davenport of the Christian Science Monitor. Students 
In the course are expected to do a certain amount of reading 
of professional works outside of their regular class assign
ments in other courses.

Every effort is being made to obtain materials for
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■background In the projects of classes in the department*
The Kalmln staff Is furnished scrap books of the athletic 
conference^ the national collegiate sports. State In^er- 
soholastlo Track Meet statistics, University history, 
and biographical materials# Much of this is gathered by 
students in..assignments and Is filed away in the clipping 
file in the biographical section# Background material for 
the Kalmln is particularly historical and accurate Inform
ation, general and specific#

The background data are becoming a further function in 
the field of bibliography, particularly special subject 
bibliography# The student librarians seek the host of 
pamphlets, the card Index of our own files, the card catalog 
of the State University library. Reader’s Guide, Poole’s 
Index and every available source to make the specific, 
bibliography sought a complete one# This bibliography 
is typed and a carbon copy given to the one who is seeking 
such service# The sources are explained vdth the bibliography 
and any other information of the library service necessary.
The student assistant does not fail to pass on the knowledge 
he has gained of his own task#

The background information function does not exist wholly 
within the school# The State Publicity work carried on by 
Senior students, a correspondents service to dally and weekly
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papers of the state has undertaken the extension library 
work of furnishing biographical and feature data to the 
libraries of the state through the regular news channels* 
Wherever possible a mat or cut accompanies the article*
The duplicate material is found In our own files. This 
background service for others is winning favor end at 
the same time is building up the background material for 
the student here* Historical data of the state by students 
and faculty members are yielding a local and state background 
that is Invaluable* An attempt is being made to utilize 
every source to obtain this historical material, for the 
School of Journalism library is taking its part In a state 
wide consciousness of the value of such materials for 
future reference* The state tax situation with regard to 
the finances of the State University comes in for a share 
of background material; power developments, natural 
resources of the state, mining data, geological materials, 
social problems, Indian history and folklore are being 
examined for background material* Many of these investiga
tions are in their beginnings* Biographical material is the 
best developed; state developaent projects come next, with 
the tax and legistlative materials third. The library 
functions in assigning the student on these researches, in 
making of him a student of state affairs who contributes 
to his own knowledge and that of the library* This is
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whoXly a studeit function, with the instructor merely- 
acting as an adriser* The entire background theory was 
already in the mind of the thoughtful student and the 
mention of a fulfillment of its latent possibilities 
brought about the function in its fullest dress of en
deavor* It fit and it spread wide with the initial how 
of the opening program.

Functioning as a organization, the newspaper library 
of the school may build up and do a fine service in this 
one section of bibliographical work* The field is so well 
recognized in the business world that a committee on 
bibliography functioned for the technical association of 
the pulp and paper factory industry in 1921. This committee 
obtained a list of data in secondary and source divisions 
aggregating a total of 185 solid pages, eight by twelve 
double column, from the year 1916 to 1920.^^

Bibliographies of books available on the newspaper 
profession have been published by Schools of Journalism in 
1921, 1925, and 1928» The first is a University of Missouri 
bulletin called ”A newspaper Man’s Library," the second, 
"Recent Books for Journalists” and the third, "Books Every 
Journalist Should Know"• The volume of the Newspaper Man’s 
Library has selected 16 divisions of the profession for 
bibliography purposes, with a short explanation of contents 
94,_ West. Clarenoe Jav. Special Libraries, Jem. 1921. n. £22
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of eaoh book listed* The irolma©, "Recent Books for 
Journalists,published la 1935, has a list of 14 sub
jects In the book lists, with a condensed list of earlier 
books and a publisher’s directory."Books Ereiy Joum 
alist Should Know" is a compilation of lists of books 
selected by 15 department chairmen of the University of 
Washington, for journalist’s reading. This little vol
ume was published in 1923.^^ Instructors in various 
schools have their own reading lists for journalists and 
this bibliography province falls within the field of the 
newspaper library of the school for its function.

The bibliography function of the School of Journalism 
library in the field of books, of research data may well 
profit by the trend of the entire field as predicted by 
Adelaide H. Basse, who states,

"It would seem that the apparent trend is that libraries will concentrate upon tha care and collecting of books and book material, but that the analysis of this material will more and more become the work of special g r o u p s . "98
Miss Basse has a dream of a commercial bibliographical 

craftsmanship. She further states,
"There Is no other known device for the reclamation and presentation of data which responds with the directness and the flexibility that an index does....

95. Glnsburg^ blaire E.. A Newspaperman* s Library, Jain. 19£l 95# Marks, Basse B., Recent Books for Journalists. Deo. 192597. Hubley, Ruth, Books Every Journalist Should Know. 192998. Has se, Adelaide H., "Bibliography, Today and Tomorrow," Special Libraries. March, 1930.
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" Just to faollltate a tentative organization plan of this service^ let us assume that there are various types of data, the functional, the historical, the regional» Then let us arbitrarily assign prices to the functional and an individual, say Ives Guyot, to the historical. This research service of tomorrow will be comî>osed of affiliated, but separately functioning bureaus, of which a Bureau of Prices will be one. The function of this bureau will be not to collect all the material in the world on prices,> As a matter of fact It will have very little suchmaterial. But It will be a sorvioe for the delivery of which it will have a battery of card files from which references to both the historical and statistical price material can be drawn off* By historical material I mean theoretical price discussion. The card Indexes would be so arranged that any possible approach would be facilitated,
"In the case of historical data, for Ives Guyot, the cards would be arranged to show everything that Guyot had written, books, as well as articles, possibly in chronological as well as alphabet order. Including translations of and comments and reviews on his work. References to extant portraits would be Included* Not only would these cards include all the editions of a book, but If, as In the case of La Science Economique by Guyot, there were a number of editions, the battery of cards would indicate to the research worker what were the outstanding changes made In the various editions,
"In method it would obviously neither duplicate present bibliographical efforts nor yet would It infringe upon academic Interpretation, • * It will operate In cooperation with the libraries,,.anticipation of the need of a central agency of information Is Indicated by the Union catalogues maintained at the Library of Congress and the Union List of Periodicals recently published. The new research ser— vice will be a supplement to the work of libraries,**"^

The clearly defined history and future of bibliography
research, of a field that Is becoming a part of the special
library function, despite the fact that the statement places
99, Op, cit,, Basse, Adelaide, K,
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It In a siipplemontary catalog» gives the student who 
functions In class as a part of the organization of the 
School of Journalism library a knowledge of the scope of 
his province* The channels of the many book sources of 
publications pointing the way to book lists» Cumulative 
Book Index, Book Review Digest, Standard Catalog Monthly, 
the up""to—date partial lists of the Saturday Review of 
Literature, the Newspaper Magazine book sections published, 
the thousands of catalogs issued by publishers and book 
dealers, the book reviews and lists of the Special Lib
raries magazine, €Oid the publications listing the thou
sands of magazines of trade, fiction, and the like are 
but a part of the inadequate methods of obtaining book 
bibliography knowledge. Research groups are now engaged 
in publishing abstracts of their proceedings , of the 
bibliography materials available in one field end the 
future may find both the commercial and the academic 
investigator turning to this source for data. The lib
rary may be able to purchase such materials for files.
It is impossible for the Journalist to cover the entire 
field of human endeavor in such a study but the knowledge 
of the channels is absolutely necessary.

The function of the School of Journalism library is 
to keep step with the changing methods in the administra
tion of bibliography and to furnish the student and the
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soliooX aa Index to the complete list as far as research 
and time will permit. This search for background mat
erial leads the librarian and the school Into function
ing with organized intelligence for the gathering of all 
materials for the basis of library science, bibliography.

The use of bibliography, as a function of the School 
of Journalism serves to raise the standards of the quality 
of classroom work, of research for one particular subject, 
by providing a technique of organization of resources that 
has Its reflection indelibly impressed in the final product. 
A wider knowledge of the subject is Inevitable when the 
greater channel of getting that fund Is opened and made 
easy for the student librarian or the reporter. The work 
Is particularly advantageous for the public relations div
ision of the profession.

Bibliography as a science and as a functioning vehicle 
In the organization has a major part in the development of 
the school of journalism library. Secondary in interest for 
the background information function is that of contact with 
materials and with students, faculty and in fact with all 
human sources. The library provides the direct method, the 
expeditious method of getting the materials to the student. 
The Interest of the student librarian in gathering that 
information and in presenting it to the Individual in tlvs 
proper way, has a psychological effect that may mean right
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contact la two ways-— library ccnsclousness and source 
Interest. The two ways are Indispensable for well de- 
TCloped background Interest and the futore of craftsmen 
journalists. The School of Journalism library Is pioneer
ing la this functional attempt. It Is one answer to the 
commercial newspaper library noed of providing a profossion- 
al spirit of usefulness backed by self assurance.

Of interest In the background infbmatlon function Is 
third* the development of a better plan of reading the daily 
newspapers through the workshop clipping methods. Newspapers 
are read for cataloguing and filing knowledge. The technique* 
art* call It what you will, of marking the newspaper and 
later clipping the material after the student is assured of 
the file value of the marked copy* Is but Intelligent read
ing of a newspaper* and where but in the workshop of the 
sohool of journalism library should this function be developed 
to Its highest standard? The library organization is attempt
ing to provide such an activity as a part of the course and 
for the background information of the entire school. Once 
again the library consciousness and the source interest are 
working la cooperation and correlation with the theory of 
better ways of providing efficiency.

The newspaper profession Is fore in:; the commercial 
newspaper library to extend its functions of organization 
to meet the demands of new agencies— radio depertments* for
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example* The School of Journalism libraly organization 
performance must be planned to meet schoi/l. Individual* 
University* and state needs as well as those of the 
general field of newspaper library science. The functions 
mentioned find their actual working premise In the function 
of the workshop.

W0EK3H0P FACILITIES

Background Information* with its theoretical function 
of explanatory hypotheses, complete in this subject of or
ganization becomes a practical vehicle in the laboratory 
workshop. This is adaptable to the technique of the library 
student* being oared for with the craftsmanship of the 
beginner. It Is true* but the very function serves Its pur
poses of forming another strong welding link in the organ
ization. The Inspection of the library resources by the 
student for housing In the proper place, with the best 
method of procedure Is raising the value of the information. 
The fact that the act of filing, of catalogs functions In 
one way to teach him the difference between Information and 
material Is but an inkling of the value of the material to 
the organization and the individual. The contact mentioned 
above between the librarian and the student* one of the im
portant functions of the organization is here made possible.
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It lies within the power of the librarian to stimulate 
interest In the resources of his shop and in turn to 
direct the student seeker of knowledge in continued use 
of the library through that interest, thus making the 
functionary qualities of the structure possible.

RESEARCH MEDIA

Again in the function of the workshop, the research 
for newspaper library science may be utilized by student 
and instructor. The profession is still in so formative 
a stage that functions of the organization of the library 
may indeed all be brought up to the **workshop" for re
search* Student interest is developed to the point of 
personal visits to the nearest newsplants for methods, 
to investigation of existing organizations, to intensive 
study of the best methods of the efficient ten per cent 
newspaper libraries* The functionary elements in the 
worksWp idea call for organization of plans and this is 
wholly in the province of the individual student for the 
actual organization program of this subject does not per
mit the detailed analysis of individual effort.
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Th© third main treatment of the subject of the or
ganization of a School of Journalism library deals prim
arily with these problems*

It is an evident discussion of many divisions and 
not only reaches into the science of library, of the 
profession of Journalism, but deals with the humanities 
with every division and theory of social progress.

An endeavor will be made to explain and analyze first 
the problem of finance, second the organization through 
the media of student labor and research, third, the 
development of the library by instruction planned to sat
isfy both practical and technical demand of academic train
ing as well as comn^rcial, fourth, the problem of the 
decision of how many divisions of research in the field 
of newspaper library science in the organization of a 
school library may be attempted by the student in the 
laboratory and in the library course, fifth, the division 
of time for library and service work, and sixth, the 
collection of local material*

FINANCE

The problem of finance is one of the allotment of 
department funds from a State University business office 
budget, in the organization of the School of Journalism 
library. The School of Journalism operates with a budget
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In the organization of the School of Journalism library*
The School of Journalism operates with a budget and the 
evolution of the morgue Into a library was begun when all 
the available money for the purchase of equipment, cards, 
envelopes, newspapers, stamp, scissors, was obtained by 
a requisition from the dean of the school* No laboratory 
fee is charged, as this Is a province of the governing 
State Board of Education for final approval and the state 
attitude toward extra fees will not permit any additional 
ones* The addition of extra expense necessitates a cut In 
some other department of the School of Journalism and the 
budget Is now just enou^ to operate at a minimum of 
efficiency*

Envelopes of the correspondence size with the side flap 
were then available, flimsy cards of the same size were 
utilized for the card Index. The only purchase made was 
the writer*s and the Dean*s contribution of current 
magazines to supplement the clippings of the newspapers. 
Shears were borrowed for awhile and finally purchased 
with other than department funds. Students augmented 
this list with razor blades* The classroom typewriters 
were used* Typed lists of reference books were read to 
the students for their notebook matorlal, as finances did 
not permit the cost of mlmeographlc copies for this division.

The final purchase of steel equipment through the funds
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of the Kalmla xaade possible the Kalmln section of the llbiary 
This nuc).eus brought the question of the finance of expansion 
and the task of obtaining data on the prices of equipment was 
begun* The work of the Globe-Wemioke company librarian 
specialist was the re suit.

This research necessitated the problem of workiig with a 
hypothetical assumption of the plan for a library in the room 
now used for a reading foom and also for the book stacks to be 
placed In the large room downstairs, housing part of the print
ing equipment. The plan was a temporary one to care for the 
needs of a library In a fire hazard, wooden building. It is 
shown In this exhibit that entire steel equipment is nec
essary and some of the prices of eases are prohibitive be
cause the companies are presenting the new types for news
paper libraries only.

The plan and problem is one of the future because the 
equipment must be selected to be housed in a brick structure. 
Eventually, the state will provide such a building and the 
equipment will be moved to a fire proof structure. The 
future Is rather an indefinite basis upon which to build for 
furnishings, but the expansion problems of the commeidial 
plants have forced this issue in tho subject of the organ
ization of the School of Journalism library.

The ultimate problem of finances will be adjusted when 
loo. OrteT, Ralph, Exhibit 1, Appendix
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the laboratory Tea la made possible» when an endowment for 
the purchase of books and equipment or some financial plan 
is eTolTed to provide a yearly budget for the library alone* 
This question is not one within the province of the 
school but rather in the hands of the people of the state 
of Montana since this is their University*

ENROLMENT

The second problem in the organization of the School of 
Journalism library is that of adjusting the small enroll
ment in the Newspaper llbraj^ class, devoting part time to 
the library development and organization. The course in 
the School of Journalism curriculum is a laboratory one and 
until 1930 was not required of the students majoring in 
journalism* Members of the freshmen and sophomore classes 
in the school of journalism register for the required 
courses of *»Slements and Reporting and Editing”, language 
and science in the oollegp of Arts, and sciences and suggested 
courses in other departments. Advanced students in the 
journalism sohool have a schedule of courses principally in 
their major subject, journalism*

EŒ17EIXIIMEOT OF LIBRiOiY COUK:.E 

The newspaper library course is beginning to interest
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the student, but the problem is the adjustment to the already 
over crowded schedule» The enrollment in this laboratory 
course of instruction has been as high as 16 in one quarter» 
The total school enrollment for 1929-1930 was 133.

The creation of a lecture course of one hour a week, 
supplement by the five hour laboratory period for a small 
student group, necessitated the task of gleaning a few 
theories end practices from general and newspaper library 
methods# The adaptation of the theories and practices to 
the organization of the library in the laboretory period 
was the most difficult problem of the entire library course. 
Time and small enrollment were the contributing factors to 
this difficulty».

In creating the lecture course the question arose of 
the possibility of giving the student the general principles 
of the existing methods of classification, cataloguing, 
and library technique in general and of newspaper libraries. 
This herculean task was impossible. The final plan In
cluded the followingÎ

1. First Quarter— General Reforence
2. Second Quarter— Classification and Organization
3. Third Quarter— Bibliography

The first lecture series explained briefly the systems 
of classification introduced by Dewey, Cutter and the Library 
of Congress. The Dewey system as applied to the State
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Unlverslty library reference division and books on the 
subject of Journalism was incorporated la the lecture and 
laboratory division# The method of distributing questions 
for general reference practice in newspaper work was made 
a part of the lecture as well as the laboratory system.

The second quarter’s work of lectures consisted of 
the classification and organization of newspaper libraries# 
The laboratory work was planned to Include the specific 
problem of classifying and organization of the Sohool of 
Journalism library#

The third quarter’s lectures in the library course were 
designed to give the student the elementary processes and 
theories of bibliography in general library practice and an 
application of that knowledge to Newspaper and the Montana 
School of Journalism libraries. The laboratory work of 
the second and the third quarter continued the classification 
and organization of the School of Journalism library and the 
third quarter added the bibliography division# The news
paper library course is now functioning#

No attempt has been made to classify or catalog the few 
reference books# the property of the school of Journalisa for 
the list includes only the hand books. Dean A. L. Stone’s 
office library with the 537 volumes of reference has been 
classified by a subject and alphabet method for his own use 
and the Dewey plan was not suggested#
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Xlfc© library course la Its final draft did not provide 
for a period of student research in newspaper library science. 
The fourth problem, the decision of malcing an adjustment of 
the course to provide the time was a difficult one, but the 
evolution of the journalism morgue into a library was made a 
problem for both student and instructor. The provision of the 
time was made through the work of assigning problems to be 
completed outside of class and laboratory hours.

The research of a group of twenty students has been a 
part of organization. Sources and data in student research 
materials have been checked and in the following group are 
listed the authentic oontributlona:

LaCasse, Henrietta, The DeveloTsnent of Newspaper Libraries, March 17, 1930.^^^ The problem of research and reading was limited to Missoula sources, public and University libraries, and that of the School of Journalism.
La Casse, Henrietta, The Biographical reotion of the Newspaper Morgue, May, 1930.^^2 The problem of source material here was one of personal experiences in interviews with pioneers, in the resources of the Missoula Public Library, University Library, and the School of Journalism Morgue.
Keyes, John, What a Newspa^r Man Should Have in His Reference Library, June, 1929.^^3 The resources of the public library, university library and school of journalism library were utilized and considerable experience in the use of the Daily Missoulian morgue was used to 

advantage•

Xoi.Exhibit 1, Appendix 3102. Exhibit 2, Appendix 3103. " 3 ,  " 3
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Powell, G., The Choosing of Sport Material-—  International, and N at io na l,E xp er ien ce  and a plan of obtaining sport materials for a sohool of journalism library were utilized.
The selection of the researdh material of students does 

not include the many special assignments In other classes 
utilized for this media. Several students have been found 
willing and eager to work overtime to complete a much needed 
job In the work of organization* The problem of student labor 
and research was to plan a workshop through individual efforts 
not just for credit but for the entire **plant value and 
prestige”— a cultural center for the whole group.

DIVISION OF Tr/JS FOB LIBRAI^X SERVICE AiîD LIBRARY
ORGANIZATION

The mention of tin» brings the fifth problem, that of 
the division of time for student labor in filing, clipping 
and la gathering materials for the student clientele. The 
student labor Is all done in the laboratory of Tuesday and 
Thursday, a total of five hours a week, and It is only at 
such times that the organization of the School of Joumallan. 
plans functions expeditiously. Immediate needs for materials 
are supplied during laboratory hours but many requests for 
Information come at other hours. The latter service is 
available If the student librarian's registration schedule 
permits. Sometimes the library instructor is availabls and
104. Exhibit 4, Appendix 3
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tlie material la them charged out. The major problem of the 
organization of the School of Journalism library is to 
provide a 24 hour working schedule. The library is becom
ing the mecca for all Information seekers and this problem 
corrèlates the **time-problem" in the commercial news library. 
The course in the school is planned to give the student 
actual experience in the technique of marking a newspaper and 
clipping and filing and also in acting as librarian. The 
fact that the Kaimin section functions every day in the week 
adds to the rroblem of time division.

COLÏ1ICTION OP local MAT.ŒIAL

The sixth and last problem in the organization of the 
oohool of Journalism library is that of the correlated 
problem of the newspaper library— the collection of local 
material. Nelson Antrim Crawford states that journalism 
schools "should develop trained investigators seeking facts. •« 
should train them in the standards of evidence^ in order that 
they may be able to separate the true from the false.

The trite term "local" covers the University field and of 
necessity takes the student into state channels and city 
sources in gaining materials for the library. The province of 
gathering source data, of trained investigation is the problem
105. Crawford, Nelson Antrim, Editor and Publisher. Fourth Estate. April 17, 1926.
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of the organization#
The limited funds available for the purchase of books, 

of historical documents, of newsservices for the files, of 
materials necessary to make a good university section in the 
Journalism School library complicates and hinders the growth 
of the organization# Interest is growing in this problem of 
the collection of XMiversity and state materials through 
trained investigation. The furtherance if the scientific 
method of investigation and collection of local materials 
gained through library technique, will bring an efficiency 
to the library not possible under any other system.
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T h . e  f o u r t h  a n d  l a s t  d l T l s l o n  o f  t h e  s u b j e c t  o f  t h e  o r g a n 

i z a t i o n  o f  a  S o h o o l  o f  J o u r n a l i s m  l i b r a r y  o o n o e r n o  t h e  f u t u r e .
newspaper librarians trained through the development of 

a newspaper llbraj^ lecture and laboratory course will func
tion as specialists In the profession of Journalism.

Graduate# of the schools of Journalism providing news
paper library courses and the cultural background of school 
libraries will be better trained Journalists.

The sohool of Journalism library organization Is not 
complete In the sense of a finished product. Ho library or
ganization In the newspaper profession Is complete. Some sys
tem may be evolved, as In the plans Just discussed. Just for 
convenience and efficiency, but as far as a definite, complet
ed organization Is concerned It Is not to be desired. The 
Montana School of Journalism library is a workshop, a labor
atory for the lecture course of Newspaper Library and as such 
functions for the future.

Dr. Max Mason, educator, says:
"We are all educators; every editor of a newspaper Is an educator. But he Is more than educating the public. He is giving life to every reader of his paper. Ee is transmitting all the pseudo- experiences. The experiences of the race are coming throu^ the medium of the newsperlenees. You are building the great unit consclouanews of the human race, the greatest responsibility that comes to any human being, because you are giving us the facts on which we base our knowledge of life. You are coloring the temper of our mentality. You are making the men of tomorrow. You are determining what human life means."
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"Qf course in educational value# the newspaper is a thousand times more important than all the formal institutions in the world put together."

We have tut started on our journey.Kan has tut begun to wort with organized intelligence, has tut tegun to use the teohnlq.ue of honest learning. His clumsy fingers have teen groping over the teytoard of the organ, intelligence. They have called forth up to now just shy notes here and there tut these sty notes have teen of a sweetness so piercing that we tremble with ecstasy at the thought of the glorious harmonies that are to come," ^
Functioning as the workshop of the librarian# of the 

journalist Investigator# the future of the organization of 
the sohool of journalism library lies in its ability to pro
vide one of the beautiful harmonies mentioned by Dr. Èîason# 
that of assuring the professional newspaper librarian as well 
as the journalist of their rightful places of honor in the 
cultural advancement of human existence.

1 0 6 .  A m e r i c a n  i a o c i e t y  o ^  N e w s p a p e r  M i t  o r s .  P r o b l e m s  o f  J o u r n a l i s m .  W a s h i n g t o n #  D .  C . ,  1 9 2 8 .
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In eonoliialon» the subjeot of the organization of the 
School of Journal lam library had Its beginning in the ancient 
libraries or archives of Blneveh* perhaps in the library with 
the inscription ”the dispensary of the sonl*” For after all, 
the archives were but special collections made by Individual 
kings, later by Greek philosophers, and still later In mediae
val monasteries by monla. The monasteries today yield beauti
ful manuscripts of religious and educational subjects, fit 
models for the decorative book trade as well as for sources 
of Information for scholars.

Gutenberg, with his revolutionary machine, the printing 
press, began to build up that huge fund of 25,000,000 books. 
England, Germany, and France founded the great national li
braries. It renmined for the new, untried land of the west
ern hemisphere to make possible the rapid development of pub
lic libraries and the advancement in the administration of 
university and private depositories.

City libraries. Library of Congress, and the splendid 
libraries of Harvard and Yale are a few of the libraries of 
the United States which came into existence in the nineteenth 
century. The growth of industrialism brought the special li
braries Into existence.

Interrelated Interests Introduced the value of keeping 
the resources of the libraries of the United States known to 
each other and the special libraries as well as the general
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tegan the work of the poblloatlon of Union lists• Such re- 
sonroes helped in the oolleotion and organisation of knowl
edge for a newspaper as well as a school of Journalism libra
ry.

In the special library group the newspaper library and 
the school of Journalism library* functionary units in the 
Journalism profession* stand out with their faults and their 
possibilities* Always with a new industry, a new specializa
tion* the educational process calls for research and study 
in the academic profession* 93ie industrial unit, the newspa
per library, was not new in sense of first appearing* It 
was using a new name for science as old as the archives - the 
morgue or depository of books* clippings* and reference ma
terial* Rie newspaper library organization mentioned in the 
historical narrative uses the names interchangeably. The 
term "morgue” is still in use but the movement throughout 
the nation toward a well planned* well organized, and effi
cient library evolving out of the old morgue, is making the 
name anathema*

The schools of Journalism organized in 1908 and 1912 
did not provide for a course of newspaper library instruc
tion. The industrial machine of newspaper publication was 
not B O  specialized then as now* Human progress was not so 
complicated* The history of the newspaper library of 1900 
revealed that it was then being organized to meet future 
specialization* The stories of the organization of a few of
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the first newspaper libraries are aTallable for historical 
reoords*

The p r o T l n o e  of the fimetlon and organization of the 
m o d e m  newspaper libraries and the amazing erldenoe of the 
work of libraries of Canada and the Chi ted States make possi
ble end show erldence that the aoademlo profession of Joum- 
alism may no longer omit the solenoe of newspaper library from 
its ourrloula»

The progression of the historical narrative of the gen
eral libraries, special, newspaper, and then the School of 
Journalism gives the subject its proper setting In the story 
of human progress and also shows that the organization of 
the school of journalism library is now ready for cultural 
growth in the academic field.

Materials available from the few printed records of the 
problems of the newspaper library have been traced, A de
scription of the organization and function of the Newspaper 
Group of Special Libraries Association and the clearing hsuse 
qualities of this group for the problems has been mentioned.
In the discussion of the future of the library are statements 
of the educational province, the present achievements, the 
librarian as a trained specialist, and prophesies of the 
value of the newspaper library as a cultural center.

In the work of adapting the methods and best library 
qualities of the newspaper depositories of the United States,
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tîi9 Montana SGhooX of Jouznallsni library has made use of the 
Minnesota Political Solenoe olasslfloatlon combined with that 
of the classification In use In the Hew York Herald Tribune 
library. The Library of Congress Subject headings, third 
edition of 1923 has furnished many of the subject headings.
The list of General Reference books In the State University 
Library has furnished the nucleus for the Newspaper Library 
class study. Card catalogues grouped In Biographical and 
Subject matter divisions with liberal cross references for 
the clippings, photographs and engravings tell the story In 
a tea word explanation and the user may not need the clipping 
envelope. The card may suffice.

The explanatory narrative of the physical workings of the 
library adapted from national systems tells of a system which 
functions for the entire school of journalism. This physical 
vehicle Is but the means of providing the newspaper library 
student with laboratory tools* The laboratory work keeps the 
files up to date, while the student functions as librarian 
and continually contributes material for filing.Every available 
source Is utilized for the collection of up to date inform
ation for the files. The student librarian is the leader 
in this quest for cultural data.

The course Is new, but has proved its ability to function 
a training school for librarians and has offered better re
sources for student background work In journalism. The fact
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tîiat the survey of ziatlonal newspaper libraries and actual 
experience la the use of the old system, of morgues furnished 
the only study In methods for the Montana school of 
Journalism library made the problem extremely difficult.
In order to function as a training school laboratory In news
paper library science and at the same time furnish the In
formation and cultural background necessary for the school 
of Journalism, the library organization had to meet the needs 
of the Journalism profession as well as those of the Univer
sity. The system as outlined is formative yet functioning 
and Is a first step toward the organization of such a News
paper library course and library plant.

Clearing away through discussion and analysis, the 
possible correlated problems brings the final summary of the 
organization of the school of Journalism library subject.

Like the newspaper library the Journalism library Is 
but a new name for the old morgue. The history of the two 
began with the organization of the first schools of Journal
ism, Pulitzer and Missouri. The growth of the “college 
morgues,“ Including the morgue of the Montana school of Journ
alism, has been told In historical narrative. The Montana 
School of Journalism library organization story begins at 
the time the “assignment** was made and Includes the de
scription of the present Newspaper Library lecture and labor
atory course.
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Fwiotlona of the orgajilzation of the school library have 
inoluded four major premises^ newspaper library training, 
background cultural information, workshop facilities, re
search media, and in the problems list, finance, enrollment, 
develojHttent of library course, student research, division of 
time for library service and organization and collection of 
"local* materials are to be found#

The future prophecies of the organization of the Journal
ism library lie in its ability to train newspaper librarians 
for specialization and to give graduates of the schools of 
Journalism better cultural status as Journalists#

As a student and an instructor in the field of newspaper 
library science collects, catalogues, classifies, and trans
mits informative cultural materials through the facilities of 
a school of Journalism or a newspaper library, to the Journ
alism profession as a whole, the thought, "nothing is alien 
to the newspaper," becomes a creed#

107# Keid, Ogden, Editor and Publisher Fourth Estate, April 17, 1926.
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